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(ABSTRACT)

New Hux·split algorithms are developed for high velocity, high temperature How

situations, when finite-rate chemistry and non-equilibrium themodynamics greatly

affect the physics of the problem. Two Hux-vector-split algorithms, of the Steger-

Warming and of the Van Leer type, and one Hux·difference-split algorithm of the

Roe type are established and utilized for the accurate numerical simulation of Hows

with dissociation, ionization and combustion phenomena. Several thermodynamic

models are used, including a simplified vibrational non-equilibrium model and an

equilibrium model based upon refined statistical mechanics properties. The frame-

work provided is Hexible enough to accomodate virtually any chemical model and

a wide range of non-equilibrium, multi-temperature thermodynamic models.

A theoretical study of the main features of Hows with free electrons, for condi-

tions that require the use of two translational temperatures in the thermal model,

U is developed. Interesting and unexpected results are obtained, because acoustic

wave speeds of the symmetric form u zi: a no longer appear. A simple but powerful

asymptotic analysis is developed which allows the establishment of the fundamental

gasdynamic properties of Hows with multiple translational temperatures.

The new algorithms developed demonstrate their accuracy and robustness for

challenging How problems. The inHuence of several assumptions on the chemical

and thermal behaviour of the Hows is investigated, and a comparison with results



obtained using different numerical approaches, in particular spectral methods, is

provided, and proves to be favorable to the present techniques.

Other calculations in one and two space dimensions indicate large sensitivities

with respect to chemical and thermodynamic modeling. The algorithms developed

are of sufficient generality to begin to examine these effects in detail. Preliminary

numerical simulations are performed using elementary modeling of transport phe-

nomena.
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1. INTRODUCTION

In recent years, a renewed interest in the Held of hypersonic aerodynamics

has been registered among the scientiHc community. Many successful attempts to

broaden the understanding of high-speed-related effects have been completed, thus

improving the state of the art in what is a critical sector in our technological future.

Vehicles like the Space Shuttle or the European Hermes are fully operational or in an

advanced design stage, respectively. Their conception would not have been possible

without some knowledge of chemical and thermal non-equilibrium phenomena and

how they affect the performance of engines, lifting surfaces and materials, to name

a few examples.

Accurate prediction of the presence and level of ionization is essential for main-

taining communication capabilities with earth, and, consequently, for the actual fea-

sibility of manned Hight at high Mach numbers in the presence of an atmosphere.

The Aeroassisted Orbital Transfer Vehicle (AOTV), conceived a.s an essential tool

for possible exploratory missions on Mars and for efficient satellite management in

high earth·centered orbits [1], is anticipated to make use of aerobraking in condi-

tions that are not reproducible on earth in existing experimental facilities, nor will

be in the near future. Other aircraft, like the National Aero-Space Plane (NASP) or

the European Hypersonic Transport Vehicle, are becoming national priorities and

subjects for commercial competition. Newly designed engines for their fiight régimes

require a thorough understanding of supersonic combustion, diffusion phenomena,

and turbulence in presence of chemically and thermally active surroundings.

At the present day, it is apparent that the new horizons of technological ad-

vancement, open to humankind by a productive effort in the sector of high-speed

Hight, are becoming less of a dream and more of a reality. However, many needs

must be accomodated before a sufficient conHdence is achieved in the newly and

future developed theoretical and practical results.

In the first place, the physical understanding of many speed-related phenom-

ena must be enhanced. The presence of chemical reactions, ionization and thermal

iumopucmeu 1



non-equilibrium requires an analysis based upon quantum mechanics and statistical

thermodynamics as an essential complement to Newtonian mechanics and classical

thermodynamics Therefore, the newest physical gasdynamics findings are nec-

essary and will be used more and more in the future, to provide the scientific

community with more reliable tools.

Strictly related to the physical investigation, a more complete mathematical

insight of the peculiar characters of this discipline has to be obtained. Many ap-

proximations could be removed from the theoretical framework that has been used

so far, provided new or improved mathematical tools are extensively employed. As

an example, the governing differential equations are usually derived under the as-

sumption of small pcrturbations from some equilibrium condition [3], and further

restrictions apply to the derivation of theoretical formulas for transport properties.

In actual practice, even more approximations are frequently made, some of which

are no longer justified or necessary in the era of supercomputing. A nonlincar anal-

ysis of at least some aspects of the physics could be within reach of scientists in the

near future, and bring about substantial improvements in the accurate prediction

of hypersoniceffectsF

inally, the great complication generated by the onset of chemical and thermal

non-equilibrium poses a problem of efficiency for any numerical computation. Even

with supercomputers available, the amount of work requested for realistic simula-

tions of engineering·scale problems is overwhelming. Extensive use of vector and

parallel capabilities is necessary, but not sufficient. It is still important to select key

simplifications which render the analysis feasible without impairing its usefulness.

Comparative studies of the relative importance of chemical reactions and reaction

paths are a good example of such simplifications for flows of engineeringinterestAlthough

a dramatic improvement in the knowledge of hypersonic phenomena

has been achieved, there are many open questions and problems to be solved by

the scientist and the engineer, before a satisfactory level of information is available

and fully exploited. First, turbulence effects in very high-speed, high-temperaturemm¤¤ue·¤o¤ 2



Hows are poorly understood Second, the definition of a translational tempera-

ture can become questionable. Third, simple asymptotic expansions for transport

properties could seriously jeopardize the validity of How simulations. Fourth, the

continuum hypothesis, which will be maintained throughout the present work, is no

longer sufficient to cover the entire range of applicability of hypersonictheoryFifth,

wall catalysis must be better understood and should not be either ignored

or considered to be unconditionally effective Lastly, shock tube, ballistic range

and Hight tests must be appropriately used to validate the numerical simulations,

whenever possible.

The long term goal of this effort is to achieve an accurate numerical simulation

of hypersonic How fields. To this end, a few important steps have been completed,

and will be fully detailed in the following sections. Very general, accurate and robust

algorithms have been developed and published [6] as an essential basis for theoret-

ical and numerical studies. Also, extensive physical investigations, mathematical

analyses and efiiciently-coded numerical computations of high velocity, high tem-

perature Huid Hows have been performed, using an approach that is Hexible enough

to be amended as soon as better results are available, yet is thorough enough to

be used with some confidence. Alternative treatments, when existing, will be dis-

cussed, and justifications will be provided for all of the critical choices made. Many

references will be made to recent work by scientists active in the area, and a critical

analysis of their Hndings will be performed when relevant and necessary.

The essential core of this work is the extension and generalization of some

classes of jlu.1:-split algorithms to Hows beyond the chemical and thermal equilib-

rium régimes. These methods were originally developed for perfect gases (e.g., see

the survey papers of Harten, Lax and Van Leer [10] and Roe [11]). They have pro-

duced accurate solutions of shock-wave dominated Hows and have been successfully

extended to Hows in chemical equilibrium by many authors [12-22]. Their essential

feature is the treatment of the convective terms in the Navier-Stokes equations us-

ing a characteristic-based differencing. In particular, only three types of approachesmmosueneu 3



will be discussed, namely the Hux-vector splittings of Steger and Warming [23] and

Van Leer [24], and the fiux-difference splitting of Roe [25]. Extensions of these algo-

rithms to chemically reacting Hows have appeared in the literature [26-35], and some

of them include thermodynamic non·equilibrium effects. The techniques developed

as the main part of the present effort apply in a very broad range of physical con-

ditions, including several different types of thermal non-equilibrium and virtually

any type of ünite—rate chemistry problems.

In some instances, one is confronted with the problem of flows where more than

one translational temperature can be defined. This is the case of ionized plasmas,

where the energy exchange between heavy particles and free electrons is not effi-

cient enough, due to the disparity in molecular weight. Then, it is customary to

assume that the mean-square thermal velocity for heavy particles gives rise to one

translational temperature, whereas the mean-square thermal velocity for electrons

will yield a second temperature [36]. At this stage, a translational temperature

for the mixture cannot be rigorously defined, and the identification of translational

temperature with thermodynamic temperature (a common procedure when linking

microscopic and macroscopic approaches) is not possible. Some approximate ap-

proaches have been devised for this kind of fiows [37-40], but in general they do not

consider the implications of having a translational temperature that is ill-defined.

In the present study, it will be shown that even an approximate analysis can yield

some unusual results when dealing with this class of problems.

In the following, the mathematical foundations necessary for the study of Hows

out of chemical and thermal equilibrium will be presented, and general governing

partial differential equations will be written, which model physical phenomena such

as momentum, mass and energy transport. This general derivation has been carried

out for completeness, so that the numerical algorithms developed can begin to

be applied to meaningful physical situations and comparisons with experiments

performed. However, the rigorous treatment of viscous ffuxes and the modeling of

mass, momentum and energy transport are still beyond the scope of the present

m·mo¤uc1-mu 4



work. Some provisional results will be presented, for the most part equivalent to

what is found in the most recent literature [9],[41], but the author must beg for

forgiveness for the unavoidable unbalance between detailed derivations of results

for the inviscid aspects of the flows and crude statements of approximate results

and semi-empirical rules for the viscous features. It should be noticed here that

even the linearized Chapman-Enskog theory for mixtures of gases with internal

degrees of freedom has not been fully utilized at the present stage. The problem

of viscosity in the presence of non-equilibrium thermodynamics is another open

field with relatively few attempts of solution [26],[27]. It is not clear whether semi-

empirical treatments will be accurate enough for these physical conditions. Further

studies will be necessary to shed some light in this matter.

Another important aspect of the simulation presented here is the modeling of

source terms due to finite-rate chemistry and thermal non-equilibrium. Only homo-

geneous chemical reactions will be presented, and hardly anything will be said about

catalytic or photochemical reactions. A simple Landau-Teller-type vibrational re-

laxation of molecules [2] will be employed to model thermal non-equilibrium. Many

improvements have been proposed in the past [42],[43], and recently [44-46], and a

few of them try to incorporate some of the physics of internal degree-of-freedom en-

ergy exchanges, while accepting empirical corrections. Once again, nothing final has

been said in this subject, and the model presented here is just an attempt to capture

some of the physics involved, while remaining at a very simple and straightforward

level.

The subject matter of this work will be organized in the following way. In

Chapter 2, the influence of high·temperature, high-velocity effects on the thermo-

dynamic behaviour of mixtures of chemical species will be examined, and signifi-

cant departures from the predictions of simplified models such as the perfect gas

assumption will be accounted for with more sophisticated approaches, including

non-equilibrium, multiple-temperature predictions. In Chapter 3, the goveming

partial differential equations for viscous, heat-conducting flows which are out of

mmosuca-row 5



chemical and thermal equilibrium will be derived assuming weakly interacting par-

ticles in a continuous medium. Alternative formulations and simplified results will

be given, including an integral form and a quasi-one-dimensional approximation, re-

spectively. In Chapter 4, the treatment of chemical kinetics in homogeneous media

and the modeling of thermal non-equilibrium will be discussed, with specific exam-

ples selected from the available literature for dissociating and ionizing air, hydrogen

reacting in air and a simple Argon-based plasma. In Chapter 5, some introductory

considerations on the treatment of viscous Huxes and transport properties will be

presented. In Chapter 6, the mathematical and physical complications that arise

when free electrons are assumed to have a different translational temperature than

the heavy particles will be presented, and a consistent simplified approach is devel-

oped. The analysis yields new results for the characteristic velocities of propagation

of sonic disturbances, and the essential gasdynamic properties of Hows with mul-

tiple translational temperatures will be established. In Chapter 7, a finite-volume

discretization of the governing equations in integral form will be discussed. New

ilux-split algorithms for the treatment of chemically and thermally active flows

will be derived, which yield very accurate and efficient results when used for the

numerical prediction of these physically complicated fiows. Efficient techniques for

time-accurate or steady-state calculations will be utilized in a fully-coupled, implicit

integration. In Chapter 8, an extensive set of numerical simulations, performed in

one and two space dimensions, will be analyzed. The effects of different chemical

and thermal assumptions on the behaviour of several mixtures of gases will be in-

vestigated, resulting in a strong dependence of the flow properties upon the level of

sophistication of the physical models selected. Finally, Chapter 9 will provide the

reader with a summary of the material discussed and a set of conclusions, some of

which will necessarily be provisional in nature at this time.

mnosuczuen 6



2. THERMODYNAIVHC MODELS

2.1 Introduction

In the hypersonic régime, very high temperatures can be reached when the

How is decelerated, namely through shock waves and in shear layers. In these con-

ditions, departures from the perfect gas assumption occur, originated by the onset

of chemical reactions which lead to dissociation of molecules and ionization of neu-

tral species. Also, the molecular vibrational states, which are neglected in perfect

gases, can become excited. Their de—excitation typically requires a few hundred

particle collisions and a time that is comparable to the How time. Consequently, a

Hnite-rate process has to be considered instead of an instantaneous return to equi-

librium. In the boundary layer near solid walls or in a. shock wave, the gradient

of physical properties becomes drastic enough as to create translational and rota-

tional non-equilibrium phenomena, such as viscous stresses, heat conduction and

massdiifusionIt

is customary, when dealing with these phenomena, to assume that state

variables can be deHned, their mutual relationships being described by equations

that are identical in form to the corresponding equations for equilibrium This

assumption has been conHrmed by experience when only chemical non-equilibrium

is present, but it could be invalid if more complex physical situations are consid-

ered. Also, it is commonly assumed that the rate equations derived by theoretical

or experimental consideration of non·equilibrium in a gas at rest apply to the mov-

ing Huid whenever the instantaneous state is the same. Other quasi-equilibrium

hypothesis are common in related sectors of this Held, such as the study of radia-

tive transfer [47]. Their validity could be questionable for extreme cases, but the

complications of more general approaches often leave the scientist with little choice.

In the following, an equation deHning the internal energy for a species in a

mixture of reacting gases will be presented, and the equation of state, relating

pressure to internal energy of the mixture through one or more temperatures, will

Tuznuopvuuic ¤o¤¤¤.s 7



follow. The frozen speed of sound for a gas in chemical and thermal non-equilibrium

will be derived, and some of the complications which arise when the translational

temperature is not deüned will be examined. Finally, the specific thermodynamic

models which will be used in our numerical simulations will be discussed.

2.2 Interna! Energy

A general description for the internal energy per unit mass of a gaseous species

in a mixture of other species chemically reacting and out of thermal equilibrium

can be given by the following [31],[32]

e; = 'é;(T) + e,, (T,) + e„, (x, t), (2.1)

where E; is the known portion of the internal energy in equilibrium at the trans-

lational temperature of heavy particles T, e,, is the known portion in equilibrium

at the electron temperature T,, and e,„ is a. portion out of thermal equilibrium,

that has to be evaluated as a function of position and time. Appropriate rate equa-

tions will describe the energy interchange between these portions, in particular the

tendency of e,‘ and Cm to reach equilibrium at the translational temperature T

and their mutual interaction. The portion e„, generally represents the vibrational

contribution to the internal energy of molecules, but the present analysis is valid

for any fraction out of equilibrium. The term e,, generally represents the electronic

contribution to the internal energy of heavy particles, as well as the translational

energy of free electrons. No obstacles are assumed to exist for the interaction of

bound and free electrons. In particular, the internal energy of free electrons will

read
e, =

e,_ (T,) = ä-R,T,, E, =
e„_ E 0, (2.2a, b)

where the gas constant R, for the free electrons has been introduced. In general,

the gas constant for any species may be written as

Re - (2.3)
uopns 8



with If being the universal gas constant and M; the species molecular mass.

It should be noticed that the additivity of the different contributions to the in-

ternal energy is a simplification of the more general statistical mechanics result that

translational and internal structure contribution can be added. The breaking of the

internal structure in summable portions is not always justifiable [48],[49]. How-

ever, this assumption allows a fairly simple treatment of thermal non-equilibrium

processes.

There is always a certain degree of arbitrariness in the assumption that a

specific contribution to the internal energy is in equilibrium at a certain temperature

or in non-equilibrium. Specifically, the idea of a common electronic temperature

for free and bound electrons does not seem to be entirely satisfactory. However, for

most practical purposes, the contribution of bound electrons to the internal energy

is very small, and has been neglected in the non-equilibrium model discussed in

§2.5.

A more subtle problem arises when translational non-equilibrium is present.

In this case, the translational temperature of a species is defined using the mean-

square thermal or pcculiar velocity and it is assumed that all of the heavy particles

are at the same temperature. When no free electrons are present, or when they are

treated as a generic monatomic species at the same translational temperature, then

microscopic and macroscopic quantities can be linked together in a direct way and

the thermodynamic temperature is identified with this translational temperature.

However, for the general case, the thermodynamic temperature is ill-defined and

extreme care must be taken in the definition of physical properties.

The presence of rotational non-equilibrium is found to be the reason for the

appearance of bulk viscosity, whereby Stoke’s hypothesis is no longer valid This

effect is usually neglected, and so will it be in the following.

It is convenient to express E; in terms of a specific heat as

T
E; = E„‘(1·)d·r + hf, , (2.4)

T";

r¤¤¤Mo¤v¤.«m¤ Monats 9



where E„, = dä;/dT is the specific heat at constant volume, and hf, is the heat of

formation of species { at T = T„;. Similarly, eq can be written in terms of specific

heats as
Tl

eq =/ c„__,(r) dr. (2.5)
0

Now, a gas mixture composed of N species, with the first M species assumed

to contain a non·equilibrium portion of their intemal energy, will be considered.

The N-th species is the free electrons. The internal energy per unit mass of the

mixture may then be written as

N P. N P. M P. (2.6)
{:1 P {:1 p {:1 P

where the deünition of reduced specific internal energy has been introduced

N _ N-1 I
Ö E &E; = E

&€;
. (2.7)

{:1 P {:1 P

In the above, p; is the species density, and p the mixture density, defined as

N

p = p;. (2.8)
{:1

It is convenient to define the reduced specific heats of the mixture as

N p. N-1p_ N p_ N-1 p'6,, E E :6,,, = Z 46,,,, 6, E Z :6,, = E JEP,. (2.96,6)
._ P ._ P ._ P ._ Ps-1 s-1 •-1 1-1

Also, it is possible to define a heavy-particle gas constant as

_ N-1 p_
R;X;JR,=6,—6,,, (2.10)

{:1 P

and a heavy-particle electronic specific heat at constant volume

N-1 p_
6,,_ E (2.11)

•-1
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Finally, a quantity that will play an important role in our model is the ratio of the

mixture specific heats,6
E (2.12)

The definition of internal energy presented so far includ, as special cases,

simpler models that can be useful in some instances. When electronic excitation and

free electrons are considered to be in equilibrium at the heavy species temperature,

the e,, terms drop from eqs.(2.1) and (2.6). At this stage, the gas mixture can be

thought of as composed of N
‘

= N — 1 species, and all of the results that will be

presented for the general case will be applicable to this model upon neglecting the

N-th species equations. Free electrons, if present, will be considered as one of the

species, and no particular treatment will be required. The electronic contribution

to the internal energy will be included in the general expression for Ew.

Other models have been proposed [45], where only a global vibrational-elec-

tronic contribution to the mixture internal energy is considered. Results obtained

in the present work can be easily specialized to those models.

A further simplification is possible by dropping the lnon·equilibrium contribu-

tions e„,. Then, a general mixture in thermal equilibrium can be considered, with

any possible contributions to the internal energy being included in the EW terms.

Very sophisticated models could be used in this instance [50], taking into account

the interactions between internal states of a molecule and non-harmonic effects [51].

An even simpler model will ensue when only translational and rotational contribu-

tions are included in the species E;, the perfect gas model resulting when only a

mixture of diatomic molecules is examined.

2.3 Equation of State

A very important assumption that has been made in the preceding section is

the consideration of weakly interacting particles, where the interaction potential is

decaying very rapidly in space and is negligible after a typical distance of the order

of the particle radius. The simplest model for such a potential is the rigid sphere

rxznuoovuxurc ¤¤¤¤1.s ll



model, where only elastic collisions are considered. More refined models, such as

that due to Lennard·Jones [52], yield different results as far as transport properties

are concerned, but are still characterized by rapidly decaying potentials.

The most noticeable effect of this assumption is that the mixture components

will behave as thermally perfect gases, where the internal energy is only function of

temperature. Strictly related to this result is the validity of Dalton’s Law, whereby

the mixture pressure is the summation of partial pressures. The applicability of the

weak-interaction assumption is restricted to conditions of low density and moderate

to high temperature. However, most hypersonic Hows meet these requirements.

Therefore, no attempt will be made of considering more sophisticated interaction

models, nor any virial coeßicient correction will be introduced [53].

Consequently, the relationship between pressure and temperature will read
N N—1

P = E Pi = PiR{T + P„R¢T„ = PÜT + ptR,T,- (2.13)
6:1 6:1

In the following, a relationship between pressure and internal energy will be

needed. It can be obtained implicitly through the temperatures, where use is

made of the definition of internal energy, eq.(2.6), in terms of its components,

eqs.(2.4), (2.5)
N•

T M N•
T.

pc = pg(/ Ew (r) dr + hy,) + E pge„, + pgeg_ + pg E,,__, (1*) dr. (2.14)
6:1 Tw 6:1 6:1

°
In the general case, iterative techniques are required to recover the value of T

from known e, eg_, pg, em, with the pressure determined from eq.(2.13). No itera-

tions are necessary for Tg, because of the linearity of the relationship between eg_

and Tg, found in eq.(2.2a). Newton’s method has been used in the calculations, and

was proven to be very efficient, with two to four iterations necessary for an accuracy

of seven signiücant figures. However, specific models where the nonlinearity in T

has been removed, and consequently no iterations are necessary, could be considered

attractive for many practical situations. Physically, this will amount to considering

only translational and rotational contributions in Eg, with vibrational and coupling

effects neglected or included in the non-equilibrium
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2.4 Speed of Sound

The speed of sound plays a major role in the iiux·split algorithms that will

be discussed later. However, in the case of multiple translational temperatures,

thermodynamic considerations that lead to the definition of a speed of sound are

no longer applicable. In the following, the results for models with only one tem-

perature will be discussed, and some problems that arise when the more general

model is utilized will be examined. The appropriate speed of sound for the single

translational temperature model is the frozen speed of sound, defined as

8.1* E (Ä) , (2.15)
ap ·• PÜ/Pr cn;

where s is the entropy per unit mass. From the definitions of pressure, eq.(2.13), and

internal energy, eq.(2.6), with the second terms dropped in their right hand sides,

we see that p = p(p, pg/p, T), and that e = e(p;/p, em, T), the latter relationship

providing an implicit definition for T. Then we can express

öp öp öe
* = — + -— — , 2.16a

(öp)¢,p;/p,¢„; (ö¢)F'•P‘/P•‘••6(8p)•,p;/p,c„‘ ( )

the last of these derivatives being obtained utilizing the First Law of Thermody-

namics, whereby

ap ‘•
Pi/P1 ¢••; p

The two remaining pressure derivatives in eq.(2.16) may be evaluated as

(2) = RT, (2.166)ap mu/p„¢„,
and

öp ~ 8T
Ä i R *7

,wherethe temperature derivative may be found from a simplified form of the equa-

tion of state, eq.(2.l4), and reads

(E) = L. (2.19)
ac Pi /],1 cn; CU
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Upon substitution, we Hnd the interesting result
(

·

4* = wir = a(§) , (2.20)

which is not approximate, but corresponds to the frozen speed of sound for this

chemically reacting, non·equilibrium How. Note that the 5 appearing here is the

ratio of specific heats corresponding to the equilibrium portion of the internal en-

ergy, defined in eq.(2.12). Also, an equivalent expression is given in Clarke and

McChesney [54].

For the general model with two translational temperatures, it is possible to

define both a frozen speed of sound with the electron temperature kept frozen, and

a frozen speed of sound with the heavy-particle temperature kept frozen. Both

definitions are based upon a generalized formula for the combined First and Second

Law of Thermodynamics. The species differential entropy ds; is written as

ds; = dä; + ds,, + ds„, , (2.21a)

where the different contributions to the internal energy can be easily recognized,

and are

, , 1
Tdsg = dc; + p;d(-Ä?) , (2.21b)

I

T,ds,, = dem {96 N, (2.216)

11*,44,_ = 44, + p,4(;) , (2.214)
6

where T„, is the non·equilibrium species temperature. The total differential entropy

ds will be defined as
N

44 E E (2.22)
{=1 p
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Upon substitution of eqs.(2.21) into eq.(2.22) and some manipulations, the final
result is obtained

T4.- :.1. + [11+ (Ä — 1)p,)d(1)-[-(Ä — 1) (6„_
+ )dT,+

Te P Te P
M T 1>· N 1>· T 11 11I I ¢ 21) P 1) (2-23)

where g; is the species chemical potential (Gibb’s free energy). Neglecting the

electronic contributions yields the usual formula for the combined First and Second

Law, and that was the basis for the derivation of the frozen speed of sound for a

single translational temperature, eq.(2.20).

A speed of sound based upon freezing the electron translational temperature

can now be evaluated as follows

äp öp öe.1* = — + — — 2.24

with
öe p T p,—— = —— + — — 1 — . 2.25(T»’.„..„........ »· (T. 1-1 ( 1

The final result is
2 ~ P -

T Pe
= —

+ -1 ——-1—, 2.2611 1(P) (*1 )(Tc )P ( )
which can also be written as follows

T’ [1 (2-21)
P Te P

These formulas reduce to eq.(2.20) when the electronic contributions are neglected

or if T E T,, with :1 including only contributions at the temperature T.

A similar expression can be obtained for the speed of sound with the heavy-

particle temperature kept frozen. Defining a ratio of specific heats in equilibrium

at the electron temperature T,

R’7e
= 1- '(" —7&—i·—— , (2.28)

Pcv, '1' Pecv,_,
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the final result is obtained

az = ·3,(ü) + [1 + ü(%,— 1)] Kü. (2.29)P T P

In this instance, when T E T,, the reduced form reads

4;* = aß. (2.30)
P

It will be shown in the following that neither one of these speeds of sound is

sufücient for a description of the mathematical behaviour of the governing partial

differential equations. However, when an asymptotic analysis is attempted in §6, the

relevant quantity to be considered will turn out to be a first-order approximation

of the speed of sound based upon freezing the electronic temperature. The reason

is that the approximate analysis will be based upon neglecting some of the effects

of the electronic temperature, whereby the heavy-species translational temperature

will become once again the essential translational temperature.

2.5 Practical Models

Three different thermodynamic models will be included in the numerical sim-

ulations. The ürst one groups translational and rotational contributions in 5;, thus

considering them in equilibrium at the heavy·particle temperature T

E;=n.;R;T-l-hja, i=1,...,N—1(N°). (2.31)

In eq.(2.31), the constants rz.; are given by

ä'- for atoms,

ng = {si for diatomic and linear polyatomic molecules, (2.32)

for nonlinear polyatomic molecules.

Vibrational contributions are supposed to be in non-equilibrium, Cna = e„;b,, and

free electrons are either considered in equilibrium at the temperature T, or lumped

together with the heavy particles when only one translational temperature is used.
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Electronic excitation of atoms and molecules is neglected. In the following, this

model will be referred to as Simplified Vibrational Non-Equilibrium Model.

It should be pointed out again that the previous non·equilibrium model is a

specific simple application, and more refined models can be easily supported within

the framework of the present approach.

The second model utilized in the simulation is a. thermal equilibrium model,

whereby c,,, E 0 and vibrational contributions are included in 5, by means of a

simple harmonic oscillator formula [55]

€=].,...,N°, [2.33)

where 9,,,; are characteristic vibrational temperatures. More than one of such tem-

peratures are found in polyatomic molecules (e.g., Strehlow [56] presents a model

for water where three temperatures are sufficient for a good representation of its

thermodynamic behaviour). Free electrons, if present, are considered to be in equi-

librium at the only translational temperature T defined. In the following, this model

will be referred to as Vibrational Equilibrium Model.

The third model is again a thermal equilibrium model (c„, E 0), but fourth-

order polynomials [57] are used to curve ät 5,,,

T
E; =G0+/ E,,,[T)dT, Ev, =¢11+G3T+G3T2+a4T3+G5T‘, f= 1,...,N’.

° (2.64)

Many coupling and non-harmonic effects have been introduced in the previous curve

fits, but the coefiicients are valid in a range of temperatures, usually up to 5, 000 K,

and this turns out to be a serious limitation to their practical use. However, the

methodology is not affected by these practical considerations, and as soon as im-

proved curve fits become available, they could be implemented in a straightforward

manner. In the following, this model will be referred to as Curve Fit Model.

Finally, more specialized models such as gases with no vibrational contributions

and perfect gases are included in any of the thermal equilibrium models as particular

cases.
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3. GOVERNING EQUATIONS

3.1 Introduction

The governing partial differential equations for a mixture of gases out of chem-

ical and thermal equilibrium can be derived by means of non·equilibrium kinetic

theory [1],[3]. The basic assumptions for such a derivation are :
i) the particles are weakly interacting and the intermolecular forces can be ne-

glected after a characteristic distance of the order of the particle radius. Con-

sequently, every component of the mixture will behave as a thermally perfect

885;

ii) the particle radius is small compared with the mean-free path, therefore the

density is low enough that only two-body (binary) collisions need to be taken

into account;

iii) there is no correlation of the velocities of two particles in a binary collision

(molecular chaos);

iv) the distribution function does not vary appreciably over a distance of the order

of the range of intermolecular forces or a time comparable to the duration of

a collision. Therefore, the Boltzmann equation for the rate of change of the

species distribution function isvalidEvery

species will have a distribution function f, that for this general case will

be a function of molecular velocity cß, position x, and time, or f, = f,(c’,, x, t).

The mean value of a generic quantity ab in the velocity space is usually referred to

as a moment of the distribution function, and will play an important role in the

derivation. It is given by
+w +w +w

<z/1(x, t)>= 1/1(c',, x, t)f,(cß, x, t)dc1dc;dc3 . (3.1)

Other key quantities to be defined are the species mean velocitias and the

mass-averaged mixture velocity. They will be written as

N
u, =<u',>, puo (3.2a, b)

•=1
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where u', is the particle velocity. It is useful to rewrite u, and u', as follows

u, = uo + V,, aß = uo + cß, (3.3a, b)

where V, is the di_ß'us£on velocity and c', is the thermal velocity. From the definitions

above, the important relationships can be obtained

N

•=l

It is noteworthy that the mean value of the thermal velocity is not identically

zero, but is equal to the diffusion velocity. The reason for this is that the mass-

averaged velocity has been utilized as a reference velocity. A different thermal

velocity could have been defined by writing

u', = u, + c'}, <c'Ä>E 0, (3.5a,b)

as done by Candler and MacCormack [26],[27] and partly by Lee The link

between the two different definitions of thermal velocity is given by using eqs.(3.3b),

(3.5a) and (3.3a)

c', = V, + e': . (3.6)

It can be noticed that the distinction between species mean velocity and mass-

averaged mean velocity is brought about by translational non-equilibrium. When-

ever viscosity, thermal conductivity and dsfusion phenomena are neglected, the

diffusion velocities will be identically zero and all of the species will have an iden-

tical u, E uo.

Integration of Boltzmann’s equation over the velocity space and some algebra

yield a general equation of transfer for a species

+ V · (n, <u',2ß,>) = I(<1l:,>), (3.7)
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where n, is the species number density and the source term I(<1b,>) represents

the contribution of external forces, interactions among different species and within

the species, and production of the quantity zb,.

This equation will be the base for the derivation of the governing partial differ-

ential equations, as shown in the next section. These equations will be the extension

of Navier-Stokes equations, usually derived for a perfect gas, to a mixture of gases

out of chemical and thermal equilibrium. After presenting some considerations on

the basic modeling of viscous terms, reduction of these equations to more specific

and simpler casa will be discussed, including Thin-Layer Navier-Stokes and Euler

equations for situations where some or all of the non-equilibrium effects can be

neglected. An analysis of the transformation of the same equations to generalized,

nonorthogonal, structured coordinate systems will precede a formulation in inte-

gral form, more useful when a finite-volume discretization is sought and rigorously

valid in praence of shock wava. Finally, Appendix 2 will provide the reader with

the inviscid flux Jacobians, and Appendix 3 will deal with the problem of find-

ing eigenvalua and eigenvectors for those Jacobians. Approximate compatibility

relationships that hold along characteristic lina will be given in Appendix 4.

8.2 Nav{er·St0kes Equations

The general equation of transfer for a specia, eq.(3.7), can be specialized to

yield continuity, momentum and energy equations, when specific valua are assigned

to the quantity 1/1,. Global conservation equations for the mixture can be obtained

by direct summation over all of the components, and many simplifications will

occur because of the disappearance of interaction terms. For a similar treatment of

governing equations, the reader is referred to Lee [1] and Appleton and Bray [36].

An exhaustive analysis of non-equilibrium kinetic theory is found in Hirschfelder,

Curtiss andBirdThe
specia continuity equation can be written when gb, = m,, the mass of a

particle of specia s. Then

n, <m,>= p,, rz, <m,u',>= p,u,, I(<m,>) = w,, (3.8a, b, c)
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where p, is the species density and w, is the source contribution due to chemical

reactions, that will be discussed in §4.1. Using the relationship between species,

mass-averaged and diifusion velocities, eq.(3.3a), the final result is

Ö"' v v vE- + -(p,uo) + ·(p, ,) = w,. (3.9)

The same equation would have been derived using the second definition of thermal

velocity, as discussed in §3.1.

It is possible to write the mixture continuity equation by simply adding the

species contributions. Using the definition of density, eq.(2.8), the fact that the

mass-averaged sum of diffusion velocity is zero, eq.(3.4b), and the useful result that

the chemical interaction terms among species must cancel with each other, that is

N

E w, E 0, (3.10)
•=1

the simple form is obtained

8é+V·(p¤¤) =0. (3.11)

A similar procedure will be used for the derivation of the species momentum

equation. In this case ib, = m,uß and

where g, is the body force, (F,) E the elastic interaction force, and (F,) I the inelastic

interaction force, all acting on species s. The divergence term can be written a.s

n, <m,uQuQ>= p, <u’,u',>= uouo + u0V, + V,u0+ <c’,eß>, (3.13)

where the thermal tensor <cße',> is usually identiiied with the stress tensor. The

latter is written as the negative of a shear stress tensor plus the pressure contribution

c cp (<e'°> + < '°> + < '°>)
p, <c’,eQ>= —T, + p,I, p, = (2.14a,b)
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where a kinetic definition of species temperature can be recovered if eq.(3.14b) is

written

p, =p,R,T,, (3.15a)

which yields

M < '°>· T, =$. (3.166)
3R

The final result reads

ä""" V u V V V V V T — F F'(P•“0“0+P•
)+ °(P• •u0)+ '(P•uO •)' ' • * P•g•'l'( •)g'l‘( e)[·

(3.16)

It should be noted that the second definition of thermal velocity, eq.(3.5a),

allows the thermal tensor to be written in a different way

<c’,cQ>= V,V,+
<c’§c’§>,

(3.17)

where use has been made of the relationship between the two delinitions, eq.(3.6).

Some authors [26],[27] identify <c'§c’{>, not the full thermal tensor, with the stress

tensor. Although this could seem to be a more meaningful approach, because only

contributions whose statistical average is zero enter the definition of partial pressure

and temperature, it is not the original formulation of the theory as reported in

Vincenti and Kruger [2] or Hirschfelder, Curtiss and Bird The real problem,

however, is that in both approaches the shear stress tensor is modeled using the

same coefficient of viscosity and the assumption of Newtonian Huids. Since the

theoretical derivation of expressions for viscosity and thermal conductivity in terms

of asymptotic expansions is based on the original theory, the formulation that stems

from eq.(3.14a) will be consistently followed in the present work.

The mixture momentum equation can then be derived by summing the species

contributions. Elastic and inelastic interaction forcw add up to zero, diffusionGOVERNING EQUATIONS



velocities disappear again, partial pressures and strains add up to the mixture

values (Dalton’s Law for partial pressures)

N N N N

Z (1.),, = Z (T.), E o, ZP. = p, ZT. =T,s=1
•=l •=1 •=1

and using the deünitions of mixture density, eq.(2.8), and mass-averaged velocity,

eq.(3.2b), yields

@+V-(puu+M)—V·T=ä (319)
at 0 0

rl

P•8•
- -

The species energy equation can be recovered by letting 1/1, to be
ul,

¢• = m•(? + ¢«„«,)- <«„«, = €„(T) + ¢,,(T¢) + ¢„, , (3-2%- b)

where 6;,,, is the contribution to the energy from the internal structure of the parti-

cle, written in agreement with the thermodynamic model discussed in §2.2. Thera

fore, the translational energy is not included in Ä (or in c;_ for free electrons). Using

the relationship between particle, mass-averaged and thermal velocities, eq.(3.3b),

it is possible to rewrite eq.(3.20a) as follows

ug I 1 1 C? _; 1 1

:/1,where Ä is now the internal energy of the particle of species s. Averaging yields

vä uä

The flux term can be written as

1 vä ' 1 1 1m <¢•¤•>= p•(¢¤, + ßo · V•)¤o + ?V• + 11. <¢,¢„> +11, <(¤¤ - ¤„)¤„>, (3-23)

where p, <(:10 ·
c’,)c’,>

can be written as

p, <(u0 · c',)c’,>= -:10 · T, + 110 · p,I, (3.24)
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and p, <e;c’,> is defined to be the heat fiux vector q,. The source term becomes

I(<¢·•>) = zu <s; ·¤'•> +(¢•)E + (Ö•); = p•g• · ¤• + (Ö•)E + (Ö•),„ (3-25)

where E, I are the power generated per unit volume by elastic and inelas-

tic interaction forces, respectively, and the body forces have been assumed to be

independent of molecular velocity.

Putting everything together, the ünal result reads

8 8 · V 2
V- (p•¢¤,¤o + Vo · ml) + V- (vo · V„)¤¤)]—

- V ' (V0 'Te) + V °qa = Page 'Ve + (Qe)E 'l‘ (Qe)[· (3-26)

Again,the global energy equation is obtained by summation over the species

contributions, where

N N N

•=1 •=l •:1

After some algebra, a. simple expression is recovered

6"‘°
V V 1* V — N

$—+ ·(peou0—+-u0·p|)— ·(uo- )+ ·q—Zp,g,·u,. (3.28)
•=l

In order for the mathematical formulation to be complete, M rate equations for

the non—equilibrium contributions to the species internal energy must be written,

where M is the number of species that have these contributions, 0 $ M g N-1.

To accomplish that, it is possible to use the same approach followed so far, taking

:/1, = m,e;,_. Now the source terms will also include interactions within species

s, namely energy exchanges between degrees of freedom in equilibrium at different

temperatures. Averaged values for tb and its Hux are

n, <m,e;,_>= p,e„_, n, <m,e;,_u',>= p,(e„_ 210+ <e;,_cQ>) = p,(e„_u0 +
q„_) ,

(3.29a, b)
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where q„ is a. non-equilibrium heat Hux vector. The final result will read

öp g _ . .

ä+ V ' (”•‘m"°) + V ° qm = (Q•)„,s + (Q•)„,1· (3-30)

The previous equations form a complete set for the solution of high·speed

problems with chemical and thermal non-equilibrium, once some of the terms that

appear are modclcd, that is related to the primitive unknowns. The latter ones can

be chosen to be : species density p,, mass-averaged velocity ug, non-equilibrium

energy contributions c,,_ , pressure p and partial pressure of free electrons p,. It is a.

total of N+M+5 scalar unknowns that will require the same number of equations,

namely species continuity (eq.(3.9), 6 = 1,...N), global momentum, eq.(3.19),

species non-equilibrium energy (eq.(3.30), 6 = 1, . . . M), electron energy (eq.(3.26),

s = N), and global energy, eq.(3.28). The equations of state, eqs.(2.13), (2.14),

will relate pressures to densities and internal energy, through the temperatures.

Diffusion velocity, shear stress, heat transfer, source terms will require particular

attention in the modeling process, as discussed in §3.3.

The electron energy equation will be somewhat simpliüed in the following. The

unsteady contribution of diffusion 8(p,ug · V,) /ät and the stress tensor uo · T, will

be neglected, so that the equation will read

8 2
V- (p„¢o,¤o + ve ·p„|) + V- (vo · Ve)¤o)) + V - q. =

= Pege ‘ (**0 + Ve) + (Q¢)E 'l' (Q¤)1· (3-31)

In summary, the extended Navier·Stokes equations for a general flow out of

chemical and thermal equilibrium will be written in conservative form, using an

orthogonal Cartesian frame of reference (:1, :3, :3) for simplicity, as follows

60 6(F—F•„) 0(G—G„) 6(H—H„)1- ——
l--

———- = W 3.32
ät

+
Üxg

+
833

+
ÜI3

l ( )

where Q is the vector of conserved variables, F, G, H are the inviscid Hux vec-

tors, F„, G„, H„ are the viscous flux vectors, and W is the vector of source terms.

These vectors are given in detail in Appendix 1, along with a summary of the state

relationships that link conserved variables to primitive unknowns.
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3.8 Basic Modelfng of Viscous Fluxes

In order to close the system of equations to be solved, some additional quantities

that appear in the formulation must be related either to the primitive or to the

conserved variables. In particular, the stress tensor, the heat flux vectors, and the

diffusion velocities have to be modeled.

In the following, some of the basic results will be examined. For details on their

derivation, the reader is referred to Bird, Stewart and Lightfoot [58]. Additional

expressions will appear in §5.

The most common assumptions that are made when dealing with transport

properties concem the treatment of the viscous stress tensor. Generally only New-

tonian fluids are considered, where there is a linear relationship between stress and

rate of deformation. Moreover, bulk viscosity effects, which should be accounted for

when rotational non-equilibrium is present [2], are neglected.

Under these assumptions, the stress tensor components are expressed as

n, %) 1,2,3, (3.33)

where fl is the viscosity coefficient and the symbol 6;, stands for the Kroneker delta.

For mixture of gases in thermal equilibrium, the heat fiux vector q is modeled

by means of the product of a thermal conductivity coefiicient k times the temper-

ature gradient (Fourier’s Law). The extension of this approach to fiows in thermal

non-equilibrium is usually done by considering similar contributions from the non-

equilibrium temperatures [1],[26],[59], and accounting for the thermal effect due to

the presence of diffusion velocities. The resulting expressions read

q„_ =—lc„_VT„_ +p,c„_V,, s = 1,...,M,

4, = — k,.VT, + p,h,V,,
M 1v 1v

q = - wr - k,VT, —
E

k„_VT„_ + Z p,6,v,, 1,, = E
1,,_.

°=l °=1 $.646, 6, ,, ,1)
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This model neglects some supposedly secondary factors like temperature and pres-

sure dilfusion, which would greatly complicate the analysis. In addition, the validity

of Fourier’s Law for non-equilibrium conditions has not been fully assessed to date.

More details on the modeling of viscous terms, and in particular on the treat-

ment of diffusion velocities, will be discussed in §5.

8..{ Simplified Goveming Equations

For many practical computational applications, one can avoid some of the

generality with which the governing partial differential equations were derived in

§3.2 and obtain a reduced set of equation that can be handled more efliciently.

A fairly usual approximation consists in neglecting viscous contributions except

in one space direction, normal to a solid surface The resulting equations

are known as Thin-Layer Navier·Stokes equations [61]. The governing equations,

eq.(3.32), reduce to

(3.35)

where Q, W and the inviscid Huxes are unchanged from eqs.(A1.2), (A1.3), and S.,

is a reduced form of F.,. The other space directions can be treated in a similar way.

The vector S., reads

—P1Vx,
—P2V2,

—ß~VN,
411/3 8110,/8::1

Sv = p. 8110, /8::; e (3-36)
11 8110, /8:1

l¢«•,ÜT¤. /ÜZ1 — P1 ¢¤, V1.

k„„ÖT„„/ÖZ1 —
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where all the cross-derivative terms have been neglected and 6 is given by

6 = kä + kg:-ä-+ §k„%- gp,h,V,, + gä + Quo, (3.37)

When viscosity, thermal conductivity and diffusion effects are discarded, the

Euler equations are recovered. For flows of sufficiently high density, the physical

behaviour outside the boundary layer with a solid surface can be reasonably pre-

dicted by this simpler set of equations. Formally, Euler’s equations can be obtained

from eq.(3.32), by simply dropping the viscous fluxes F„, G„ and Hl,.

Another line of simplification can be undertaken when considering the thermo-

dynamic model. For the full Navier-Stokes equations of eq.(3.32), considering only

one translational temperature amounts to dropping the electron continuity and en-

ergy equations and dropping the electron-temperature-related heat transfer in the

definition of the global heat tlux vector q. The source vector W is also simplified in a

consistent way for this model of N° = N-1 species. The Thin-Layer Navier·Stokes

and Euler equations for the reduced thermodynamic model may be similarly de-

rived. Dropping the non-equilibrium energy equations will yield a one-temperature

model with finite·rate chemistry. Again, heat-transfer vector and source terms need

to be consistently simplified.

For cases when chemical equilibrium can be assumed, the governing equations

will have the same structure, but only global continuity needs to be considered.

The governing equations can be recovered by simply setting pl = p and pg = . .. =

pN- E 0, which is tantamount to setting N' = 1. Mass diffusion can still be

retained in the model, if information on the diffusion velocities is available. This

is not always the case, because for practical calculations global curve lits could be

used [51]. These do not provide information on the internal composition of the

mixture, which is essential for the modeling of diffusion.

Finally, once diffusion effects are discarded, the perfect gas viscous equations

are easily obtained in the limit of no chemical reactions.
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3.5 Transformation to Gcneralized Coordinates

In the previous sections, an orthogonal Cartesian reference system was utilized

for simplicity. However, complex geometries cannot be handled by Cartesian grids,

and a generalized nonorthogonal reference system is usually needed. Mathemati-

cally, the transformation between the two systems can be accomplished by writing

the relations €
=€($1„¤¤2,$a)•

#1 =n(¤=1„==1„:¤3), (3-38)

s° =$‘($1,-'¤2„Zs),

where f, 11, g represent a general structured coordinate system [62],[63].

Similar relationships involving time·dependent frames, and such that a strong

conservation form of the equations is still maintained, can also be written [64],[65],

but are not considered here. Applying the chain rule for partial derivatives, after

some algebra eq.(3.32) can.be written in generalized coordinates and in conservation

form as follows

ab-— ll= W .ät + 86 + an + ag , (3 39)

where
- - W
Q = g-, W = 7, (3.40a,b)

and

U
“°

J
21 II 23 U Z; U 9F-? (c—c )+§ (H-H )]

~ ~ Vr1 , ., -G — G., (F — F.,) + nz, (G — Gu) + nz. (H — H»)]„ (3·‘*1“·b·¢)

~ - V - - -H — Hu =i-éllsä, (F — Fu) + $3, (G — Gu) + sk, (H — H„))-

In the equations above, J is the Jacobian of the coordinate transformation

fz 6: E:8 , ’ 1 2 s
J = (nl} nz} U23’‘*

3* 3 cz, cz, cz.
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and VE, VF}, Vf are the unit vectors in the directions normal to the coordinate

surfaces

~ V V
2

2f
2 1/¤·

(EZ; + EZ; + E2;)

Vn Vn
3.43abc2 2 )

vgzi z ._.L__
IW! (gs, + gs, + gs,

>"“

Denoting the components of the velocity in generalized coordinates, also known

as the contravarfant components, as follows

uüi
u0: = Vlz; Üz; Üz; u0¤ • (3*44)
uoß gl; {Z3 {Z3 ao:

the inviscid {lux vectors can be written

pzuol pzuog P2üo2

_
¢’Nü0¤_

PNüo2 ßzvüo,

F: _] P“0;“0;+{z;P
’ G- _] P*jo2¤o2+']=2P ’ H: _] PlfOau·0a+$;=¤p '

püol UQa+ 6:3;) puOg uÜ3+nZ3p puoQu03+ glgp

pltnlüol Pl¢n;u·O; P1¢n.;u0;

p¢h•Q' üQl p¢hÜ• uÜg p¢h'Ü• u'03

phoüo, phouo, p/muc,
(3.45a, b, c)

The viscous Hux vectors i'„, Ö„, 1;],, can be similarly expressed in terms of

quantities related to the generalized coordinates. Taking Ä, as an example, the
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result is

—P1I?1,
"P2V2}

-
°FNÜN1 __

_ [VE! §z,T11+§z,T12+§z,T13
FV = T (3-46)€:,

731 +€z,Ta2+€z,T3s_
ki!} plcfl} V1}

k«„(VE - VTM,) j ßM¢„„VM, _
ke, (V6 ° VT:) “ P:hQ_,V:}"'9

where

~
M

G =k(Vf · VT) + k,(VE · VT,) +
k„_ (V€

· VT„,)—
•=l

N
~ - - ~ J

(3.47)
—” pßhlvli|=1

In the above formulas, Ü, stands for the species diffusion velocity written in general-

ized coordinates, whose components are obtained by a formula similar to eq.(3.44).

Similar results apply for the other space directions, when E is replaced by 17, {

respectively, and the proper components of $7, and üo are selected.

The space derivatives /81:;, for { = 1,2,3, need to be expanded according

to the chain rule

ö(·) - ö(·) ~ ö(·) - ö(·)—— = V —— V —— V — ,
82:1 I flfßx +I ÜIÜZ1 an +I glgzx as,

ö(·) - ö(·) - ö(·) ~ ä(·)t= V —— V — V — , 3.48 , b,an I EIE:, af +I nlnz, an +| s‘|s‘z,
ag ( ¤ ¢)

ö(·) ~ ö(·) - ö(·) - ö(·)
5;;

—IV€|Ez„;?
+ IV'II'I:,g'T +
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When the Thin-Layer approximation to the complete Navier—Stokes equations

is used for the $ direction, eqs.(3.48) reduce to

ä(·) ~ ö(·) ö(·) · ö(·) ö(·) ~ ö(·)
i= V

·——· 1- = --1 1 :l 7 7 7

(3.49a,b, c)

and the viscous Hux terms in the { direction can be grouped to read

—mÜ1,/|V€|
—p¤V:./WiI

(ghauoiSv
= —"_; #ö¤o„/öi + #§=„(§_=iö“¤„/ö€+§=„ö¤¤„/ä€+§=„ö¤¤„/af)/3

·uöuo,/66 + uEz,(€;,ö¤o, /ö€+€z,öyo,/8E+ Ezßvos/ÖE)/3
kßx ÖTYH pleßx V1:/lvfl

kßu 6Tßu __pMc¤u Üßli
/_lV€|

k,_öT,/öf - p,[h0_VS, + (u0·V,)u0,)/|V£|
6

(3.50)

where
- 61* 6T,

“
61*,,

”
V,

=k1 k 1 k 1:- — 19 86 + ‘66 J"; "· 66 (3 51)
Ötlä/2 üo, · ÖUO, - Üuoa - Öugsu E 66)

8.6 Integral Form

The derivation of the governing equations has been carried out in differential

form. A problem associated with this formulation is that when in the presence of

discontinuities such as shock waves, the differential equations are no longer valid

because derivativw become ill-defined. In an integral approach, however, the conser-

vation of species and mixture properties is written for a generic volume of arbitrary

shape and size, üxed in space The resulting governing equations, written in
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terms of volume and surface integrals, are equivalent to the differential ones in re-

gions of smooth Hows and are valid also across discontinuities [66], where they can

be shown to reduce to the Rankine-Hugoniot jump relationships. An extensive in-

vestigation of the existence and properties of weak solutions to hyperbolic equations

written in integral form can be found in Lax [67].

For an arbitrary volume 0, closed by a boundary 80, the governing equations

in integral form read

80§dn+}[m(S—s„)-awo://Lwdn, (3.52)

where S and S„ are the inviscid and viscous flux vectors, respectively. When appro-

priate conditions on the smoothness of 80 are fulfilled, eq.(3.52) is mathematically

equivalent to the differential equations written in Cartesian or generalized coordi—

nates, eq.(3.32) and eq.(3.39), respectively.

The integral form of the governing equations is especially useful when dealing

with finite-volume discretization techniques, as will be discussed in §7.

3.7 Quasi-On¢·Dimcnsional Approximation

In many instances, order-of-magnitude analyses of complex flows can be per-

formed by neglecting two and three—dimensional effects. One way of accomplishing

this is to integrate the governing equations over two space dimensions, thus leaving

only one-dimensional effects to be resolved Appropriate area-avcragcd values

become the unknowns, and the resulting equations are still rigorously exact when

written for a streamtube whose area varies in time and space, A = A(1:1, t).

The most common application of this procedure is the prediction of perfor-

mances of nozzles, where the area is only a function of space. Neglecting viscous,

thermal, and diffusive effects, whose influence cannot be easily evaluated in a quasi-

one—dimensional approach, the governing equations can be written, when A = A(:1:1)

only, as follows

§+ä%=w+wA, (3.53)
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where WA is a vector that includes the effect of area variation

P1

u (IA PN
W = -—-— P“

3.54^ .4 dz, ,„,.„, · ( l

pM¢!\M

Peho,
Pho

and uol = u, V, E 0 for this one-dimensional, inviscid approach.

In §8, results will be presented for simple simulations that solve discretized

versions of eq.(3.53).
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4. MODELING OF SOURCE TERMS

4.1 Finite-Rate Chemistry

In hypersonic How conditions, behind a strong bow shock or in a combustion

chamber, chemical reactions will occur. In general, these reactions will not have

time to proceed to their equilibrium value, given by thermodynamic considerations,

but will evolve according to theirkineticsA

classification of chemical phenomena according to the time available for the

completion of reactions is usually employed for order·of-magnitude estimates. A

typical Huid-dynamic time rpg, of the order of some relevant length divided by an

average How speed, can be deüned for the How under consideration. Then a typical

reaction time rcgd can be estimated, generally the time necessary for halving

or doubling the quantity of a certain species for a given temperature and initial

composition, when only reaction j is active. Three cases can occur

< TcH,5 ,

rpg {ä' TcH,5 , (4.1)

In the Hrst case, reaction j has no time to occur, and a frozen How can be as-

sumed with respect to that specific reaction. The second case is the general case

of finite-rate chemistry whereby the actual kinetics of the reaction must be taken

into consideration. In the third case, reaction j has a virtually infinite time to

evolve, and consequently it will reach its equilibrium value given by the Law of

Mass Action.

In practice, calculations are performed where all of the chemical reactions are

supposed to be either in equilibrium, as discussed in numerous papers [12-22],[69],

or frozen (perfect gas results are a particular class of frozen chemistry simulations).

These results are important limiting cases, but an accurate prediction of species

concentrations and heat release requires simulating the actual kinetic behaviour of

the chemical system.
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There are many problems that render a realistic computation into a non-trivial

task. The most important one is the uncertainty in the reaction paths and in the

reaction rates [70]. Although the composition of a given mixture as a function of

thermodynamic variables can be determined quite accurately by theoretical and

experimental means, there is very scarce knowledge of the actual mechanism with

which a given reaction occurs. Many paths, leading to intermediate products or

highly unstable excited states, are available for virtually every reaction. It is a deli-

cate theoretical work to rule out some of the possibilities with respect to others, and

it is an impressive experimental work to confirm these results and to obtain kinetic

rate data for specific reaction paths. However, some results have been obtained for

air dissociative processes and for hydrogen combustion, as will be discussed in the

next section.

A fairly general simulation of chemical effects can be included in the governing

equations, eq.(3.32), for a system containing N species where J reactions take place

j = 1,2,...,J, (4.2)

where the uf_j and the j are the stoichiometric coefficients of the reactants and
products of species X; in the jth reaction, respectively. Then, in the source vector

W of eq.(3.32), the rate of production of species { may be written as [71)

w.—ki_
dt

‘1=1 M W fd
1:1 Ml bd

1:1
M‘ ,

1: 1,2,...,N, (4.3)

where for reaction j the forward and backward reaction rates, /1:);, and km, are

assumed to be known functions of temperature, and are related by thermodynamics

/%,1
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where Kw is the equilibrium constant, which is a known function of the thermo-

dynamic state. Using eq.(4.4), eq.(4.3) can be rewritten as follows

_ .1 N 11;,. N „'j.

wii=

1,2,...,N,(4.6)

where the term in the brackets goes to zero when equilibrium compositions are

reached for p;, because it reduces to a formulation of the Law of Mass Action

Kqj = , j= 1,...,J, (4.6)
l—li=1(P1/M1) ‘·*

valid for equilibrium concentrations.

From eq.(4.5), it is easy to recognize the limiting cases of frozen and equilibrium

fiows. When the forward rate Ich —• O for any j, then the source term associated

with chemical reactions drops out of the governing equations, and it can be shown

that the species mass fractions are unchanged if no diffusion occurs. On the other

hand, when the forward rate k_;_j —• oo for any j, then the terms in brackets will

tend to zero, because the equilibrium composition is maintained, and the source

term will reach a limit value that will balance convection, diffusion and unsteady

terms in the species continuity equation.

The results that have been presented in this section rest upon one basic assump-

tion, that "the internal rate processes in a moving fluid at a given instantaneous

rate are the same as those that occur at the same state in a closed system of fixed

volume and temperature” Using this assumption, laboratory determinations of

reaction rates have been transferred to hypersonic flow conditions. The validity of

such an approach could be questioned, but no definite answer has been formulated

at the present time.

The model presented so far includes homogeneous reactions only. Two-phase

and photochemical reactions are neglected, and catalytic effects are discarded. Some
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of these effects could be easily included, especially when approximate treatments of

catalytic walls areconsideredThe

computational time for a complete simulation of complex mixtures can

be overwhelming. In many cases, only some of the reactions are important, and

secondary processes can be neglected without too great a loss of accuracy. Approx-

imate methods for the determination of the key processes have been proposed [5],

and constitute a promising tool for obtaining simplified approaches that still account

for the salient physics of the How.

4.2 Specific Chemical Models

Five simple chemical models have been used in the numerical simulations per-

formed in this work, the first two for air, the third one for hydrogen combustion

in air, and the last two for a simple argon-based plasma. These chemical systems

have been extensively studied, and rate constants as well as equilibrium properties

are available.

The first air model utilizes five species, N2, O2, NO, N, and O, and five

basic reactions, three dissociation—recombination and two rearrangement (shuffle)

reactions:
N2 + M -1* 2N + M,

O3 + M G: 2O + M,

NO+M=-‘N+O+M, (4.7)

N3 + Ü
-=‘ NO + N,

NO + O «=‘
O2 + N•

where M is a catalytic particle (any of the species present). Reaction rates are given

in Kang and Dunn [72], and equilibrium constants in Vincenti and Kruger In

the following, this model will be referred to as Air Model 1.

The second air model utilizes eleven species, the five above plus the corre-

sponding five ions and electrons, N2, O2, NO, N, O, N;] Oil', NO+, N"', O"', and
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c". In addition to the previous reactions, 7 more shuffle reactions involving ions, 3

associative ionization and 2 electron impact reactions are modeled, namely

O + 0; : O2 + 0+,

N2 + N+ = N + N;,

0+NO+ :N0+0+,

N, + 0+
= 0 + N;,

N+N0+ =N0+N+,

02+N0+ :N0+0;“,

N0+ + N : N; + 0, (*8)

0 + N : NO+ + 6,

0 + 0 : 0; + e',

N + N : N; + 6,

0+6 —=‘O++2c',

N+¢' =N++2c'.

Reaction rates and equilibrium constants are given in Park [73]. In the following,

this model will be referred to as Air Model 2.

It is noteworthy that different air models and new sets of constants have been

proposed recently [74]. However, their implementation is more complex because

they involve cßcctive temperatures as well as the electron temperature, as will be

briefly discussed in §4.3, and it has not been attempted at the present stage.

The third model is the two-reaction hydrogen-air model, presented in Rogers

and Chinitz [75]. It utilizes five species, N2, O2, H2, OH, and H20, and the two

basic reactions
H2 +
O2(4.9)

2OH + H2 := 2H2O,
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whereas it neglects the reactions of nitrogen. In the following, this model will be

referred to as Hydrogen-Air Model 1.

The last two models, used for a simple plasma, utilize three species, A, A+,

and c" and one dissociation reaction

A +
c“ =—‘ A+ + 2c-. (4.10)

Argon Model 1 implements the recombination rate of Igra and Barcessat [38],

whereas Argon Model 2 follows the result given in Glass and Takano [76]. Both

references report the equilibrium constant.

In all of the models presented, the forward reaction rates are given functions

of temperature, according to the general formula

iq], = c!,jT"·'·*c"‘·'·*/T, j= 1,...,J. (4.11)

For Argon Model 2, the reaction rate is expressed as the sum of two of such formulas.

The equilibrium constants are given in general as curve fits of experimental

data, according to a formula similar to eq.(4.11)

Km = c,_jT"'·jc“'°··‘/T, j = 1,...,J, (4.12)

Air Model 2 has constant given by different curve {its of the form

Ke j = ca;,_;+ag,;:+a;,;z°+¢u,;x°+¤;,;¤‘, z = = 1, _ _ _ ’ J, (4.13)

and Argon Model 1 implements a version of the Saha equation extended to plasmas

with two translational temperatures [38].

It is important to point out that the equilibrium constants can be theoretically

determined in terms of the species Gibb’s free energies from thermodynamic con-

siderations When a specific thermodynamic model is utilized, as discussed in

§2.4, enough information is available to actually write the functional dependence of

equilibrium constants on the temperature. In Liu and Vinokur [49], it is advocated
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that this is the correct procedure to follow. However, experimental curve fits are
supposedly more reliable than theoretically determined formulas, because any ap-

proximation and simplification introduced in the thermodynamic model will affect

the result. Moreover, when in the presence of thermodynamic non·equilibrium, this

theoretical formulation becomes ill-defined. For these reasons, in the present work,

theoretical consistency is somewhat sacrificed in favor of accuracy and reliability of

the predictions.

The temperature which appears in eqs.(4.11), (4.12) is usually the translational-

rotational temperature. However, Argon Model 1 requires the electron translational

temperature T, be used, when this is different from T.

{.8 Thermal Non-Equilibrium

The modeling of thermal non-equilibrium effects is a delicate subject, where no

definitive answer has been reached at the present stage. Comparison of numerical

simulations with experiments in ballistic ranges and with flight data [40], has shown

that these effects play an important role in the physics of hypersonic flows and

should be taken into account if accurate predictions are sought.

A fairly common assumption that is made when studying low-density, high

Mach number flows is considering the vibrational states of molecules to be out of

thermal equilibrium. The rotational contribution is considered to be in equilibrium

at the translational temperature, although some authors disagree [31]. Rotational

relaxation models have been proposed [77], but their use seems limited to the in-

vestigation of the structure of shock waves, where the Navier-Stokes equations are

no longer accurate [3], and are usually substituted by the Burnett equations. Elec-

tronic excitation is neglected by some authors [6],[27], or considered in equilibrium

at a common value of vibrational temperature [78], or assumed in equilibrium at

the translational temperature of free electrons [31].

Vibrational non·equilibrium is often treated by considering harmonic oscillators

and a Landau-Teller model More refined models were proposed in the 1960’s [42-

43], and then rediscovered in the 1980’s [44],[79], where the different vibrational
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levels behave non-uniformly as far as energy exchanges and chemical dissociation

are concerned. Preliminary results have been presented [80], where the coupling of

rotation with vibration can affect these non-uniformities.

The importance of coupling thermal non-equilibrium effects with chemical ki-

netics has been investigated [46], and theoretical [43] and ad hoc [73] models have

been advocated as a means of taking these effects into consideration. In particular,

reaction rates for air dissociation have been proposed [74], which are given functions

of a controlling temperature T,

T, = T"‘T„§'°, nl + U3 = 1. (4.14a, b)

Here T, is a common vibrational-electronic temperature, and the coefficients nl, nl

can vary from 0.3 to 0.7, and are usually kept equal to 0.5 for ease of calculation.

Further investigation is necessary in order to reach a satisfactory level of con-

fidence on these treatments. More physical insight has to be applied, and new or

improved mathematical tools for a thorough analysis of thermal non-equilibrium

phenomena are in order. However, satisfactory comparisons with experimental re-

sults are already within the reach of present approaches [40], in spite of their many

somewhat arbitrary assumptions and approximations.

{J Simplzfcd Vibrational Non-Equilibrium

The specific thermal non-equilibrium model that will be applied in the present

work has been used in Grossman and Cinnella Translational and rotational

contributions of heavy particles are considered to be in equilibrium at the same

temperature T, and vibrational contributions are described by a harmonic oscillator

which is not in equilibrium. Electronic excitation is neglected, but free electrons

can be present at a translational temperature T, different from the heavy-particle

temperature T.

The source terms in the non·equilibrium energy equation, eq.(3.30), can be

modeled by considering only exchanges between the vibrational and the transla-

tional—rotational contributions. Interactions with electrons and among the different
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species vibrational energies are neglected. Moreover, the inhomogeneity of the heat

bath in which the vibrating molecule of a particular species is relaxing, due to the

presence of other species, is not taken into account. As a result, a Landau-Teller

expression can be written for the elastic contributions to the source terms

· ¢‘,(T) — = .(Q,)„_E = „,%;, 6 = 1,...,M, (4.15)
I

where e; is the equilibrium vibrational contribution at the translational temperature

T
R 6 _

¢;, = (4-16)

and r is a relaxation time, given by Millikan and White [81]

T. =
1*013105P

M M M (4.17a,b,c)
Ü'

In the equations above, 6,, is a characteristic vibrational temperature, whose values

are given in the literature for several species [2],[50],[55],[56],[82].

The previous expressions were derived for diatomic molecules, but can be ex-

tended to polyatomic molecules if their vibrational state is modeled by means of

a set of characteristic temperatures. This is the case of water [56], whereby the

summation of the effects produced by three different vibrational temperatures is

enough to reproduce thermodynamic data accurately.

In the electron energy conservation equation, only exchanges between this en-

ergy and heavy particle translational-rotational contributions have been included.

Interactions with vibrational states have been neglected. The energy source term

in eqs.(3.31), (A1.2b) can be written

. . /61äzT " p N
(Q¢)z: = 3Rf’¢(T "
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where NA is Avogadro’s number and the collision cross-sections 0,, are assumed to

be
10"2° mz, for neutral species,

06; = äldédln (1 for ions (4 19)27 RT. 41rM,N_.¢
’ ‘

'

0, for electrons.

and 6 is the electric charge of an electron. The previous expressions were derived

in Lee [1], and have been used by Candler and MacCormack [26-27], who gave an

estimate of the value of 0,, for neutral species.

The inelastic contribution in eqs.(3.30), (3.31) and (A1.2b) can be modeled by

taking into account chemical reactions

8 = 1•···»M•
_ (4.206, b)

(Qe)] =ße¢0, = we¢0,•

where no attempt has been made of considering coupling effects through equivalent

temperatures or by other means.

{.5 Electric Field

The only body force whose contribution cannot be neglected in a weakly ionized

gas is the one stemming from a charge-separation induced electric Held. External

Helds can be superimposed to the former, but will be neglected in the present work.

Moreover, magnetic Helds will not be considered.

An approximate expression for the electric field can be found in Lee Start-

ing from the electron momentum equation, eq.(3.16) for s = e, unsteady, diffusive,

viscous and inertial terms are neglected, along with the elastic and inelastic inter-

action terms. As a result, the body force is balanced by the gradient of the free

electron pressure

p,g, E -6n,E = V · (p,|) = Vp, , (4.21)

and the electric Held is given by

E = -Lvp,. (4.22)
en.,
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In the above, 6 is the electron charge and rz, is the electron number density.

For a gas mixture with no external electrical Held applied (electrically neutral),

the contribution of the electric Held to the momentum and energy equations is not

zero because of dißhsion. Had the diffusive properties been neglected, as is the

case for the Euler equations, those contributions would have been identically zero,

because Za 6n.,z, E 0 in eq.(A1.2b). This result is the effect of the conservation of

charge, and is valid globally for a mixture whose species are allowed to diffuse, but

in a pointwise fashion when that is not the case.
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5. TREATMENT OF VISCOUS FLUXES

5.1 Introduction

In the governing partial differential equations derived in §3.2, the vectors of

viscous fluxes account for transport of mass, momentum and energy, stemming from

the fact that the distribution function of the molecular velocity is not in equilibrium

at the MaxwellianvalueThe

kinetic theory of Hows with these physical properties has been established

for conditions of small departures from equilibrium, and a first-order asymptotic

analysis yields the Navier·Stokes equations with the shear stress tensor components

written as in eq.(3.33) and the heat flux vector written in a form consistent with

eq.(3.34c) when thermodynamic equilibrium is assumed [52]. Viscosity and thermal

conductivity coefiicients are a result of this analysis, as well as multicomponent

diffusion terms. Extension to non-equilibrium conditions has been postulated as an

almost straightforward extrapolation of those results to more than one temperature,

either translational or vibrational [26-27].

Some of the physics is usually simplified when dealing with viscous fiuxes.

Diffusion induced by temperature, pressure and body forces is neglected, so that

mass diffusion can be modeled using Fick’s Law Results have been published

where some of those restrictions have been removed for nonreacting mixtures [83].

Temperature-induced, or thermal, diffusion is usually very small, and is identically

zero if the intermolecular potential is taken to be Maxwellian However, the

other aforementioned effects could be significant in specific instances.

Prediction of transition and modeling of turbulence when in the presence of

chemical reactions and thermal non-equilibrium are examples of very important

problems with hardly any solution at the present stage Consequently, the only

attempt that has been made to include these effects into the nurnerical simulation

is a straightforward extension of classical models for perfect gases [84-85] to non-

equilibrium flows [59].
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Specific models for viscosity and thermal conductivity coeflicients will be dis-

cussed in the next two paragraphs for the case of thermal equilibrium. Then, a

description of the mass diffusion treatment will precede an analysis of the extension

of the previous models to flows with thermal non-equilibrium.

5.2 Viscosity Coeßicfcnt

A theoretical formula for the viscosity coeiiicient to be used in eq.[3.33) has

been given as a result of the asymptotic analysis that led to the Navier-Stokes

equations Such a formula is strictly valid for a single monatomic gas, and relies

on an intermolecular potential function being assumed. Results for the Lennard-

Jones potential have been tabulated [52] and extensively used for general gases

as well. The corresponding formulas for mixtures of monatomic gases have been

formulated [86], but they are computationally very expensive, due to the appearance

of matrices of coefficients.

Curve fit functional expressions have also been proposed, which are based upon

experiments on single components. Their advantage is the simplicity, when com-

pared to theoretical determinations, and the availability of semi-empirical rules for

recovering the corresponding mixture values. One of the most widely adopted curve

fits is due to Blottner [41], and was originally derived for air components

ll. : c[(A,lnT+B,)InT+C,]’ 8
_:

1,. . • ,N•, (5.1)

where A,, B,, C, are coefficients determined by litting the experimental data. An-

other very popular approach is the extension of Sutherland’s Law for a perfect gas

to a generic component

(5.2)

where E,, F, are again coefficients empirically derived. Both treatments have been

included in the present work.
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Values of the viscosity coefficient for the mixture are usually recovered by

means of Wilke’s semi·empirical rule [87], which is an extension of a Sutherland-

type equation to multi—comp0nent systems, obtained on the basis of the kinetic

theory and several simplifying assumptions. The final result reads

_
N.

X,p„, __ 1 M, -1/2 14, M; 1/4 2

where X, is the mole fraction of species 6.

5.8 Thermal Conductivity C'oeß’ic•°ent

Values of the thermal conductivity to be used in eq.(3.34c) are also obtained

from an asymptotic analysis for small deviations from equilibrium. In addition, ther-

mal diffusion is universally neglected in the heat fiux vector. The single·component

theory yields expressions that are functions once again of collision integrals, and

the latter are functions of the chosen intermolecular potential. A multi-component

theory that takes into account internal degrees of freedom of particles [86] is quite

complex and computationally expensive.

Curve fit expressions have also been proposed for thermal conductivity, the

most accepted one being Eucken’s relation

k,=ß,(;€„„_,+E„,), s=1,...,N', (5.4)

where E„„ is the translational contribution to the specific heat at constant volume.

It is noteworthy that for a perfect gas with :7 = 7/5, this formula yields a value

of the Prandtl number Pr = 28/38 = 0.737, which is in very good agreement with

experimental values.

A Sutherland type formula can also be used, whereby

1;, = 1*-5%, 6 = 1,...,1v*, (6.6)

and e,, f, are empirical coeflicients. Both treatments have been included in the

present work.
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Results for the mixture thermal conductivity can be obtained by means of

Wilke’s rule

56 b—I=lZ;Y·Xj¢!j, ”_~/ä
M1 \/ZW ('°’)

where the weight coeflicients ¢>,j are the same as in the formula for the mixture

viscosity.

Another simplilied approach for the evaluation of a mixture thermal conductiv-

ity is the assumption of a constant Prandtl number, which is a well known empirical

result for perfect gases in a wide range of physical conditions [88], so that I: can be

evaluated from

k = Pr = constant, (5.7a,b]
Pr

and the determination of species thermal conductivities is avoided. Both options

have been implemented in the numerical simulation.

5.4 The Treatment of Dsßusion

Mass diffusion is a physical phenomenon that arises mostly because of the

presence of gradients of mass or mole concentrations in the mixture. Although

pressure and temperature gradients as well as the effect of body forces can influence

diffusion, for a simple analysis these variables are often neglected. With these

simpliiications, it is possible to write the Stefan-Maxwell equation Solutions

to this equation have been attempted in conjunction with numerical simulations of

chemically inert flows, as in Baysal, Engelund and Tatum [83], where the pressure

gradient is also retained.

Assuming that the mixture behaves like a binary mixture yields a reduced form

of the Stefan·Ma.xwell equation, the so-called Fick’s law of diffusion

p,V, = —pD,V(%), s = 1,... ,N‘, (5.8)
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where D, are the diffusion coefficients. Investigations of several transport algo-

rithms have shown that this formula can produce reasonable results at a much

lower computational cost [89].

Fick’s law is sometimes expressed in terms of the mole fraction gradients, in-

stead of the mass fractions [58]. The two approaches are equivalent in absence

of chemical reactions, because the mixture molecular weight is a constant in that

instance. However, the diffusion coefficients are not the same. Moreover, in both

cases those coefficients cannot be prescribed independently of each other, because

the diffusive fluxes must satisfy the requirement of eq.(3.4b), Z. p,V, = 0.

The simplest modeling of the diffusion coefficients is obtained by assuming a

constant Lewis number. The result is

D,=D=E;=££-, s=1,...,N', (5.9)
p cp p Pr

where only one global diffusion coefficient is used. This model satisfies eq.(3.4b)

trivially because

N' N' N' N'
Zpy, = —pDZ vg), E vg) = v(Z ä) = v(1) E 6. (5.10a,b)
6:1 6:1 6:1 6:1

Multi-component effects can be partially taken into account by more complex

choices of diffusion coeflicients [52], relating those with binary diffusion coefficients

of species s into species j, D,j

1 — X ,
8:1,...,N,where

X, is the mole fraction of species s.

A complete multi-component solution has been proposed [86], and utilized [41],

but it involves inversion of matrices and evaluations of determinants, resulting in a

computationally expensive task.
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When ions are present in the mixture with an electron pressure gradient, am-

bipolar diffusion occurs. This effect is usually accounted for by doubling the diffu-

sion coefficient for positive ions [1], and consequently modifying the coefficient for
electrons in order to satisfy eq.(3.4b).

In the present numerical simulation, only the simple model with constant D

has been implemented, with no corrections for ionic diffusion. This simple approach
is believed to capture the bulk of the physical phenomenon. However, more refined
models are deemed necessary in order to achieve improved accuracy.

5.5 Thermal Non-Equilibrium

Theoretical solutions of the Boltzmann equations for mixtures of gases out of

thermal equilibrium have not been obtained, to the best of the author’s knowledge.

The numerical treatment of transport properties for these cases consists usually of

fairly simple assumptions. Diffusion and viscosity are left unaltered, and thermal

conductivity is modiüed in a straightforward manner, because only the portions of

the specific heats that are in thermal equilibrium, 5,,, 5,,, are included in eqs.(5.4)

and (5.7a).
The treatment of non-equilibrium thermal conductivity and the determination

of k„_ are dealt with in a simple way, by using a Eucken-type relation
k„_

= ;4,c„_,
c„_

= a,R,, s = 1,...,M. (5.12)

In eq.(5.12) the non-equilibrium specific heat c,,_ is usually approximated by its

fully excited value, therefore a, = 1 for diatomic molecules and a, = 3 for H20, for

cases when only the vibrational non-equilibrium contribution is considered [26].

For the case of free electrons at a different translational temperature, the re-

sults of eqs.(5.1—12) are left unaltered, because the electron viscosity is neglected. A
non-equilibrium electron thermal conductivity can be assumed using Eucken’s rela-

tion [27], and the total conductivity associated with the electron temperature made

to coincide with the electron energy contribution only : ic, E k,_ in eqs.(3.46—47),

(3.50-51).
More sophisticated models and a more complete understanding of the physics

of these phenomena are in order, before any numerical prediction can be considered

entirely satisfactory.
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6. FREE ELECTRONS

6.1 Introduction

Hypersonic flows around aerodynamic bodies or inside combustion chambers

are characterized by very high temperatures and low residence times. In this con-

text, processes like chemical reactions or vibrational relaxation to the translational

equilibrium temperature cannot proceed to completion because they typically re-

quire hundreds of particle collisions and a residence time that can be even orders

of magnitude higher than the one available. However, for many purposes, the as-

sumption of a. common translational-rotational temperature holds, due to the very

efficient energy exchanges among the different particles. Few collisions are typically

necessary to equilibrate the thermal velocity and the rotational states. An impor-

tant exception is found when there is a great difference in molecular massw, as in

the interactions between heavy particles and electrons.

An interesting analogy, due to Prof. Christiansen, can be given for this phe-

nomenon, assuming a hard-sphere model for the particle interactions and conse-

quently elastic collisions. The difference in mass between heavy particles and elec-

trons can be compared to the difference between a football and a tabletennis ball. If

a motionless football is hit by other footballs a few times, the "particles” will reach

a common velocity almost immediately, but now imagine how many table-tennis

ball hits are necessary to start moving a football . . .

For this reason, free electrons are often modeled as a species with a different

translational temperature. Then Maxwellian statistical distributions, with different

mean-square values, are assumed to hold for the equilibrium values of thermal

velocities of both kinds of particles, only with different mean-square values, and

translational non-equilibrium, with the assumption of only small deviations from

equilibrium, can be treated as seen in §3.1—2. However, there are many problems

that arise when this model is used. The thermodynamic temperature T is usually

identified with the temperature that can be defined from the thermal velocity mean-

square value, eq.(3.15b). When there are more than one of these temperatures, the
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link between macroscopic and microscopic descriptions becomes ill-defined. Usually,

the heavy-particle temperature is considered to be the thermodynamic value, and

the free—electron temperature is treated as a non-equilibrium contribution. Further

assumptions and approximations are necessary in order to overcome or simply avoid

some of the problems connected with the multiplicity of translational temperatures.

Simulations of fiows with an electron translational temperature [26-27], or

an electron·vibrational combined temperature [78] have appeared in the literature.

These and other results were obtained introducing some simplifications in the math-

ematical problem, namely using a method of characteristics where only the equi-

librium and the frozen speeds of sound need to be defined [38], and having an

approximate Hux-splitting technique whereby the electron pressure is neglected in

the electron energy equation [27],[31]. No analysis of the mathematical and physical

consequences of multiple translational temperatures has been given.

In the following, a discussion of the eigenvalues for the inviscid fiux Jacobian

will be presented, followed by some considerations on the problems associated with

the presence of multiple translational temperatures in a thermodynamic model for

a gas mixture. Then, an asymptotic analysis will show how it is feasible to get ap-

proximate results that retain much of the mathematics and physics of the problem.

6.2 Eigerwalue Problem for the Irwiscid Jacobians

The inviscid {lux Jacobians for the general thermal non-equilibrium equations

derived in §3.2 have been presented in Appendix 2. An essential step for the deriva-

tion of upwind algorithms is the determination of eigenvalues and eigenvectors of

those Jacobians. Moreover, the eigenvalues have a physical interpretation, being

the speeds of propagation of inlinitesimal disturbances, and a mathematical mean-

ing, being the characteristic velocities of the hyperbolic system of governing partial

differential equations The eigenvectors can also be interpreted as the strengths

of the infinitesimal disturbances traveling at the characteristic speeds [91].

The results of the search for the eigenvalues are discussed in Appendix 3. Con-

sidering the fiux in the xl direction F, when only one translational temperature is
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present, the eigenvalues are ao, repeated N*+M+2 tim, and uo, zi; a, as reported

in eq.(A3.2), where a is the frozen speed of sound defined by eq.(2.20). This result

is consistent with what one would expect, because it is a straightforward extension

of a perfect-gas-type behaviour. However, for the general case a simple solution

could not be determined. The repeated eigenvalue uo, , this time with multiplicity

N+M+ 2, is again recovered, but the remaining three are found to be the roots of

a third order algebraic equation, with no simple solutions, eq.(A3.3)

(«\—uo,)3 + g1(«\—uo,)2 + g;(»\—uo,) + gg = 0. (6.1)

The coefiicients gg are given in Appendix 3, eq.(A3.4a,b,c), and are repeated here

for convenience

91 = "' (6-2)

.. p -92 = — [*7; — (v—1)x„R„T„]„ (6-3)

- P ..
93 =uÜ3 +(7—1)x¢R¢T¢]!where

X, is given in eq.(A2.10)

Ev Pc 'lc ' 1
= *1

* + * 1 * ** , ()
and -7, = 5/3 is the ratio of specific heats for electrons.

· The presence of two translational temperatures alters the eigenvalue structure,

and there is no solution of the type ao, zh ä, where ä is some relevant speed of sound.

It is interesting to investigate where these complications enter the picture. With this

in mind, some simplified approaches can be analyzed, including the approximations

that have been utilized in the literature [27),[31].
Neglecting electronic excitation of the heavy particles does not help, because

it brings only a change in the definition of X,, which becomes, when EW E O

X, = &[1 — li]. (6.6)p 7 — 1
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Similarly, neglecting all thermal non-equilibrium effects but the presence of an

electronic translational temperature does not alter the structure of the eigenvalue

problem given by eq.(6.1).

An alternative formulation of the coeflicients of eq.(6.1) can be derived when
the heavy particle electronic excitation is neglected again,

E„_
E 0. This formulation

turns out to be slightly simpler and will be useful for comparative purposes when

other models will be investigated in §6.3. Writing pressure and density in terms of

two contributions, from heavy particles with translational temperature T and from

electrons, yields respectively

1v• 1v•
p=Zp6+p„=§+p„„ p=Zp6+p6=ß+p„- (6-7¤,b)

6:1 6:1

Furthermore, the coefiicierits g; in eq. (6.1) can be expressed as follows

ai = — vo, [(*16—1)£ + (%—1)&]„
P P

92 = — [WE + '1¢&l6 (6~8¢•b»¢)
P P

gs =vo.P
P

A closer examination of the mathematical structure of the governing equations

shows that the presence of the electron partial pressure p, is the most striking dif-

ference between the electron energy equation and the other non-equilibrium energy

equations. Wherever it is possible to neglect p, in the inviscid fluxes, due to its

small value, the eigenvalue problem simplifies dramatically, because the g;’s become

a1 = — ue. (*i—1)x6„
g, : - 5%, (6.96, 6, 6)

9:1 = 0-

In this instance, the third-order equation has the simple solutions
*40, 6

A =
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Writing gg as the negative of aspeed of sound squared

gg = -5E = —a2, (6.11)
P

the last two eigenvalues can be expressed as

6-11 „ „ 6-11* "“
X; Zi: a(1 +

XcllolHowever,this solution does not fully recover the simple structure ug, iz a valid in

the absence of a separate electronic temperature.

The conclusion that the presence of a partial electronic pressure in the inviscid

fluxes is the main reason for the mathematical complications above is confirmed by

the fact that when the kinetic energy contribution p,u§/2 is neglected, but p, is

maintained, the resulting expressions for gg and gg are inaltered, whereas gl reduces

to

gl = -(·1,—1)uo, . (6.13)

Overall, no real simpliücation has occurred for this approximation.

The standard approach undertaken when dealing with electronic energy is to

neglect both p, and p,uä/2 [31]. This yields the simple solution

- .. ·p ... 7 .. ber — 0. 92 — -*1; — -11 „ es — 0- (6-1411. .1:)

The eigenvalu become -
A — um ° (6 15)_

ug, zb a, °

and the value of the speed of sound a is consistent with eq.(2.26) for the generalized

frozen speed of sound, once p, is dropped.

There is a serious objection to this approach. When writing the total internal

energy and total entalphy of electrons

3 u2 3 p u2 3 u2
CO. =· §R;T; +

"é(l’ hg. i §R¢Tg +
ä

+ {
I §R¢T¢ + R¢Tc +

ä
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it is not clear how electron pressure or kinetic energy can be neglected without

introducing significant errors. This is the reason why the electronic pressure is

usually maintained, but displaced to the vector of source terms [31]. In so doing,

the mathematical structure of the problem is altered, and complications arise for

the derivation of flux·split algorithms.

In this context, it becomes appealing to obtain an approximate treatment of

the general problem of eq.(6.1) which retains all of the contributions to the electron

energy equation, but simplifies the mathematics in a consistent way. A very simple

asymptotic analysis will be presented in §6.4, leading to some interesting results

that constitute a complete and more consistent approach.

6.3 Multiple Translationol Temperatures

In the previous section, an introductory analysis was presented to investigate

the origin of the complications that arise in the eigenvalue problem for the inviscid

flux Jacobian when two translational temperatures are assumed in the thermody-

namic model. Neglecting some of the contributions to the electron energy fluxes

was shown to simplify the problem, in particular when the electron partial pressure

was somehow discarded. The latter result is particularly interesting, because the

appearance of pressure is the most important factor which differentiates transla-

tional contributions from the other internal energy contributions. Consequently, it

seems likely that the presence of two translational temperatures plays a key role

in alterating the simple eigenvalue structure that is otherwise preserved, even in

presence of other forms of thermal non-equilibrium.

In order to better assess the effect of multiple translational temperatures on

the characteristic velocities, a generalized thermodynamic model will be considered

in the following, whereby all the species are assumed to have their own translational

temperature. The results which stem from this model will be discussed, and some

interesting analogies with the more restricted thermal model considered in this work

will be found.
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The thermodynamic model presented in §2.2 can be generalized by writing the

internal energy per unit mass of a gaseous species as follows

N
c; = E c;j(Tj) + cm (x, t), (6.17)

5:1

where 6;, is the portion of the internal energy of species i that is in equilibrium at

the translational temperature T_; of species j. Obviously, the different temperatures

T; need not be equal. The thermodynamic model utilized until now, as in eq.(2.1),

is a particular case of this model, when T5 = Tg = . . . = TN• E T and TN E T,.

Then the diagonal terms e;;(T;) E E;(T) for i = 1,.. .N‘, and the contributions

tüv = tg, E t,‘.

The pressure is given by Dalton’s Law and the mixture internal energy by a.

mass·fraction average

N N
p = Ep; = p;R;T;, c = äc;. (6.18a,b)

6:1 6:1

Furthermore, it is possible to define total internal energy and enthalpy for a. species

vä P6
CQ, = C; (6.1941,

The procedure followed in §3.2 for the determination of the goveming equations

is not altered by the presence of multiple translational temperatures. However, in

order to close the system of equations, N+M energy equations must be written.

Consequently, the species energy equations, eq.(3.26), and the non-equilibrium en-

ergy equations, eq.(3.30), will be utilized, along with species continuity, eq.(3.9),

and global momentum, eq.(3.19).

Neglecting the unsteady contribution from the diffusion velocity in the species

energy equation, the new vector of conserved variables Q and the flux in the zi
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direction F can be written as follows

P1 PIVO;
P2 P2*4o,

PN P1v*40,
puol

pu'Üg u'Üg

WO; P*40, *40,

Q =
pleßr ’ F = plcllg uog _
(6_2Qa’Pl¢01

P1ho,*40,
p2co2 p2h’Ügu'0g

PN¢0« PNho„ *40,

Knowing the state of the system, as described by the vector Q, one can deter-

mine all the translational temperatures by solving the system

N Ti M
c;=Z/ c,,,j(r)dr+h;,+Z¢„j, i=1,...,N, (6.21)

j=1 TN! j=1

where cw are given functions of the temperatures. Then, the pressure can be

recovered from eq.(6.18a).

Jacobian matrices and their eigenvalues can then be determined using the in-

formation already presented. However, in general in order to evaluate pressure and

temperature derivatives it will be necessary to invert the matrix of specific heats

cvu cvx: cvis ° ° ° cvm

cuäl cv:: cv:s ° ° ° cv:N

CU = cvsi cvs: cvss ° ° ° cvuv . (6.22)

cvni cvn: cvzvs ° ° ° cvnn

The inversion can be performed easily for the specific case of nonzero entries only

in the main diagonal and on the last column. This model corresponds more closely
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to the thermodynamic model used in §2, because the species internal energy will

have only three contributions, one in equilibrium at its translational temperature,

one in equilibrium at the electron translational temperature TN E T,, and the third

one in non-equilibrium. However, the heavy particle translational temperatures do

not need to be the same.
When the matrix of specific heats is written as follows

6,,,, 0 0 · ·· 6,,,,,, 6,,, -0 0 · · · 6,,__,
0 6,,,, 0 · · · 6,,,,, 0 6,,, .0 · ·· 6,,__,

CV = 0 0 cvas ° ° ° CVSN = 0 0 CVS (6.23)

0 0 0 6,,,,,,, 0 0

0theJacobian of the inviscid Huxes can be determined and the eigenvalue problem

written without overwhelming algebraic complications. It turns out that the first

N+M+2 eigenvalues for A = ÜF/ÖQ are given by Ä, = 110,, and an algebraic

equation of order N +1 must be solved in order to obtain the remaining terms.

No simple solution can be found for this equation, which conlirms that indeed

the eigenvalue structure is complicated by the presence of multiple translational

temperatures.

Interesting results can be obtained when considering the case N = 2. The third

order equation for the eigenvalues is similar to eq.(6.1)

(Ä—UQ,)3 + y;(Ä—·U0,)2 + g3(Ä-tlg,) + ga = O, (6.24)

and has coefiicients given by

P1 Pe P1R1¢v. 1= — -1 —— + —]. —+glvo, ((*1. ) P
(*11 ) p pcvlcvm 1

P P P1R1¢ ..92 = — [114 + 1.4 + 11.1*.4-4]. (6.2611. 1, ci
P p PCV!

1—30, 6 1 P 6 P 6 6 pculcved aFREE ELECTRONS 60



where the specific heat ratios 7; have been defined to be
U

·

71 = 1 + 7; = 1 + (6.26a,b)cw cw,.

Neglecting the electronic excitation term c„__, results in the coeflicients

91 = ·· ßo,
‘l' (71-1) gi]

i
P P

92 = - [71 EL + 7; „ (6.27a, b, c)
P P

asP
P

where the analogy with the result of eqs.(6.8) is apparent. After some algebraic

manipulations, a similar analogy is found between eqs.(6.2—4) and the complete

eqs.(6.25). The two mathematical problems are therefore equivalent.

6.4 Asymptotic Analysis

In the previous sections, the complications due to assuming an electron trans-

lational temperature different from the heavy particle counterpart have been dis-

cussed. In particular, no simple eigenvalues for the inviscid Jacobians were found,

nor were the corresponding eigenvectors determined. Approximate treatments for

this problem have been reviewed, but they were not entirely satisfactory due to

arbitrarily neglecting or displacing pieces of the electron energy Huxes.

In the following, a still approximate but more consistent approach will be

proposed, whereby all the contributions of the same importance are treated in the

same fashion.

For flows of practical interest, the amount of free electrons is negligible until

very high temperatures, of the order of 10,000 K, are reached. At higher temper-

atures, the mass fraction of electrons is still a very small number, due to the great

difference in molecular mass between electrons and heavy particles. The specific

heat of electrons c„___ is a large number instead, because the gas constant R, is

equal to the universal gas constant divided by the molecular mass of an electron.
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Moreover, the electronic contribution to the internal energy of atoms and molecules

is always very small, and is neglected in many thermodynamic models used in the

literature [6],[27]. As a result of these considerations, the following assumptions will

be made

i) The mass fraction of electrons is a small parameter, of order 6, in the analysis :

pe/p = O(<);
ii) The ratio of electronic excitation contributions from heavy particles

E„_ to the

electron specific heat at constant volume c„___ is a small parameter, of the same

order 6 : E„_/c„___ = O(6). Therefore, X, = O(6), from eq.(A2.10).

Different asymptotic behaviours for the electron mass fraction and the ratio of

specific heats could have been considered, but the analysis would have been greatly

complicated, and there seems to be no stringent physical reason for so doing. The

previous assumptions were selected for the sake of simplicity. Moreover, the product

R,T, is a fairly large number, because T, is of the same order of magnitude than

T, but it was assumed to be O(1).

The importance of the terms that will be neglected or treated in a simplified

fashion can be studied with an example, considering an air mixture. The equilibrium

composition of air at different temperatures, ranging from 4, 000 to 20, 000 K, was

determined. Model 2 in §4.2 was utilized, which includes eleven chemical species.

The density was considered to be p = 0.3855810" kg/m3. Values of the mass

fraction p,/p and of X, are shown in Table 6.1, where electronic excitation was

neglected. It can be noticed that the mass fraction is monotonically increasing with

temperature, but its value never exceeds O(10"). On the other hand, the value of

X, reaches a maximum and then decreases slightly, without exceeding O(10“9). This

is due to the fact that the mixture is almost completely dissociated into its atomic

components at high temperatures, with the result that the term in parentheses in

the definition of X,

X, = %(1— Q) = %(%), E 0, (6.28a,b)
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tends to zero also, for ä approaching the monatomic limit 5/3. Had electronic

excitation been included, the result would not have been altered substantially.

Once the basic assumptions were stated, a simple asymptotic analysis was per-

formed, where the terms of O(6) were dropped. This results in the approximate

inviscid Jacobian presented in §A2, in its eigenvalues and eigenvectors discussed in

§A3, and in the characteric compatibility equations derived in §A4. Those formulas

are the basis for the approximate numerical algorithms derived in §7. It is notewor-

thy that the frozen speed of sound, eq.[2.26), reduces to a form similar to eq.(2.20)

for the case with only one translational temperature when this asymptotic analysis

is performed. This result is consistent with the value given in Liu and Vinokur [31],

where the electronic pressure was included in the source terms for simplicity.

When a mixture of monatomic gases is considered, as is the case for the Argon

Models 1 and 2, X, reduces to
~X, = (6.29)

If electronic excitation is also neglected, which is a good assumption for inert gases,

then X, E 0. The eigenvalues given in §A3 are then exact, and exact eigenvectors

could have been derived with a standard procedure. However, this approach has

not been pursued, for the sake of generality.
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7. NUMERICAL FORMULATION

7.1 Introduction

The goveming partial dilferential equations for hypersonic flows out of chemical
and thermal equilibrium have been presented in §3.2, §3.5 and §A1. An integral
form has been given in §3.6 by eq.(3.52), which is valid across tangential or normal

discontinuities such as slip lines or shock waves. In order for a computer simulation

to be possible, these equations must be discretized, that is reduced to a set of

algebraic equations to be solved.

A very convenient discretization approach is the tinite-volume technique [92],

whereby the integral form of the governing equations is solved for the unknown

volume averages of conserved variables in some small, but finite, control volume.

The advantage of this method is its use of the integral form of the equations, which

allows a correct treatment of discontinuities and also consistently treats general grid

topologies. Other discretizations are also possible, like spectral techniques [93],
which have been successfully applied to flow simulations in a chemically active

environment [94].

The governing equations previously discussed have been derived in conserva~

tion form. Mathematically, this means that the coeflicients of the derivative terms

are constant or, if variable, their derivatives do not appear in the

equationsMoreover,the divergence of some physical quantity can usually be identified in the

equations. This formulation generally leads to fewer numerical problems in the

discretized version for Hows with discontinuities.

Related to the conservation form of the governing equations is the conserva·

tive property of a discrete algorithm. Physically, this means that the conservation

principle that was used for the derivation of the equations is enforced exactly over

volumes of arbitrary size within the domain of interest. The finite—volume approach

has the conservative property.

Discretizing the integral form of the governing equations with a conserva-

tive scheme yields the possibility of capturing shocks and other discontinuities.
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Shock-litting techniques have also been attempted for flows out of chemical equilib-

rium [95], but their implementation is at a relatively initial stage for general thermal

non-equilibrium situations.

In the following, the linite-volume technique will be discussed in more detail.

Then, flux-split algorithms for the treatment of inviscid Huxes will be presented, and

three classes of methods considered, namely {lux-vector splittings of the Steger-

Warming type [23] and of the Van Leer type [24] and an approximate Riemann

solver of the Roe type [25].

These methods have been derived for the one-dimensional governing equations.

Extensions to three dimensions are usually accomplished by considering a sequence

of three one-dimensional problems. Techniques for the solution of "true” two and

three-dimensional problems have been proposed for perfect gases [96],[97], but are

still at a very introductory level.

Finally, an analysis of time-integration techniques for steady and unsteady one

and three-dimensional problems will be provided. A fully implicit approach will

be used throughout this work, whereby chemical and non·equilibrium thermal con-

tributions will be coupled to the Huid dynamic terms. Loosely coupled techniques

have been proposed and utilized for their simplicity [94], but in some instances they

turn out to be computationally more expensive.

7.2 Finite- Volume Approach

The finite-volume technique takes advantage of the integral form of the govern-

ing equations to achieve a discretized algebraic approximation that can be handled

by a digital computer. The physical domain of interest is partitioned in a (large)

set of subdomains, each one of arbitrary volume H and closed by a boundary ÖH,

where the integral equation of §3.6, eq.(3.52), can be written

Q2dH+% (S—S„)·ndÖH=//‘/WdH. (7.1)
rz ät an rz

Approximations are then used for the volume and surface integrals to express them

in terms of the unknown volume-averaged values of each computational cell. This
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technique can be applied to arbitrarily shaped volumes, but will be illustrated for

structured meshes, where a generalized curvilinear frame of reference (f, 17, g) can

be defined and related through a continuous transformation to a reference set of

Cartesian orthogonal coordinates (:1, :3, :3), as discussed in §3.5.

It should be noted that every inünitesimal contribution to the surface inte-

grals is either shared by two adjacent cells or belongs to the external boundary.

Consequently, every approximation to the surface integrals which is independent of

the cell for which the contribution is considered will yield a scheme that has the

conservative property, as discussed in the previous section. The reason for this is

that when an arbitrary control volume including several cells is considered, the con-

tributions to the discretized equations which correspond to surface integrals that

are now inside the volume will cancel each other, leaving an equation that is the

discretized version of the conservation statement applied to this arbitrary control

volume. In the following, only discretizations with the conservative property will

be examined.

The first step in the discretization process is to introduce volume-averaged

values for the conservative variables Q and the source terms W

<Q>= Qdfl, <W>= Wdü, (7.2a,b)Ü 0 Q 0

where the volume fl of the generic computational cell is given by

D = df] dxldxgdätg = J'1d£d17dg, (7.3)
0 0 0

and the Jacobian J of the coordinate transformation, eq.(3.42), has been introduced.

Substituting into eq.(7.1) and noting that the time derivative can be brought outside

of the integral yields

E9-?-U +! (S —— S„) · ndöfl =<W> D . (7.4)
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For the case of a structured mesh, the computational cell will be defined by two

{ = constant, two 71 = constant, and two g = constant surfaces, respectively. Asso-

ciating indices {, j, k to the f, 17, g coordinates, respectively, the arbitrary volume

under consideration will be described by the indices {jk and the surface integral will

be split into six contributions, one from each delimiting surface. Then area·averaged

values of a generic quantity f can be introduced

ff 1 d6n,+,,,, (1.67
l+l/2 ÖÜ;+ (/2

with similar definitions for the other indices, with the area 80,+1/2 given by

ön{+1/2 = däÜ¢+1/2 = lV€lJ_1d'7d§· (7-6)
896+1/: 896+:1:

Specializing the previous results to f = (S — S,,) -11, where the flux vectors

have Cartesian components (F — F„), (G — G„), (H — H„) and the unit normal to

the { + 1/2 surface has components E,] , gn, Ezs, with similar relations holding for

the other space directions, leads to the following useful formulas

<(I¤ - i.,)>,_,,/, =<(1=· - 1¤·„)§,, + (6 — c„7§,, +(11<(G
— äv)>1+1/2 =<(F — F··)'7=„ + (G · G»)'7=« + (H · H·»)'7=;>1+112»

<(H (G - G„)§‘,, + (H — H„)§,, >,„+,/2.
(7.7a, b, c)

Eq.(7.4) can then be written as follows

ä—?¤+<(i’ — i'„)>,+,/,80,+,7, — <(i' — 17‘,,)>,_,/,öQ,_,/2+

<(G(7.8)

where the orientation of the surfaces has been taken into account

It is important to point out that eq.(7.8) is still exact, because volume and

area-averaged values have not been approximated. However, at this stage it is
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necessary to relate the area-averaged values to the unknown volume-averaged values.

The resulting set of algcbraic equations will be the discretized form of the original

problem that is actually solved by means of a digital computer.

An interesting analogy [92] between the ünite-volume formulation discussed

so far and a more standard finite-difference technique can be obtained when the

volume fl is written in terms of an average Jacobian and average increments in the

coordinate directions

- A£AnAs‘rz = .1 Id 4 4 = --—-. 7.9UL 6 4 6 Q) < >
Similarly, the areas can be written as follows

_ _ -1 _ lV€l804+1/: — IV€|J dvd; — A¤As‘<T>_ 4 (7-10)
8076+1/2 ‘+l/2

with corresponding results for the other terms.

Substituting eqs.(7.9), (7.10) into eq.(7.8), dividing by A£AnAg and dropping

the average notation yields

180 1 |V£I ~ - IVEI · -

1 IVn| ~ - |Vnl - ~

1 |Vs‘| - · Wc! ~ - W

(7.11)

Eq.(7.11) is the discretized form of the governing differential equation written in

generalized coordinates, eq.(3.39), that would have been obtained using a standard

finite-difference approach. Consequently, the two methods are strictly related, the

main difference being the interpretation of the unknowns as volume-averages in the

case of the finite-volume strategy.

The area-averaged values of the inviscid fluxes are related to the volume-

averaged values of the conserved variables through a MUSCL high—order generalized
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extrapolation procedure [92],[98], whereby cell·face values for Q are obtained from

the cell-center unknowns

Qäh,/2 = {I d: TF 1c)V + (1 :l: nc)Ä]}Q, (7.12)

with similar results for the other indices, and the fiuxes are then constructed from

the functional relationships

1* = Flow-). ä = ä<<2+.<z·>. I? = I?(Q*„Q‘)- (I-I3)

In the previous formulas, I is the identity operator, V, A are backward and forward

difference operators, respectively, and Q°, Q+ are left and right extrapolations of

the conservative variables Q, which will be discussed in detail in the next sections.

The bars in the difference operators of eq.(7.12) indicate the presence ofa limiter [99]

for the higher-order corrections, the min-mod limiter being usually employed in the

simulations. The parameter ac determines the extrapolation scheme used. A value

rc = 1/3 yields a third-order upwind~biased technique, a value rc = -1 produces the

second-order upwind method, whereas rc = 1 gives the classic second-order centered

scheme, which is unstable without artificial dissipation The value rc = 1/3 will

be used in the following, unless explicitly stated otherwise.

For most applications the extrapolation of the pressure has been substituted

for the extrapolation of the total internal energy per unit volume in the vector Q,

for both global and electron energy equations, because numerical experiments have

shown that with this procedure more robust codes are obtained for high-speed flows

in the case of a perfect gas [92]. Numerical evidence of a similar behaviour for the

case of chemically reacting fiows has been obtained during this study.

The viscous vectors in the thin-layer approximation are discretized using stan-

dard second-order accurate central differences for the second derivatives. Cross-

derivative terms in the full Navier-Stokes equations are treated in a diagonal-

dominance—preserving fashion [98] ,[100] .
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7.8 Fluz—Split Algorithms

The discretization of the inviscid fluxes can be accomplished by means of Hux-

split techniques. Originally developed for a perfect gas [10],[11], they have been

extended to Hows in chemical equilibrium [12-22], and to mixtures out of chemical

and thermal equilibrium [26-35]. They are found to be very accurate and robust

when used for transonic, supersonic and hypersonic Hows [101], and are fully com-

patible with conservative finite-volume, shock-capturing approaches.

Probably the two most popular schemes in the {lux-vector splitting category

are the ones due to Steger and Warming [23] and to Van Leer [24]. The basic idea

is to split the inviscid flux vector in one space dimension in two parts, containing

the information that propagates downstream and upstream, respectively. Then the

two parts are constructed using the extrapolation formulas of eq.(7.12) consistently

with the direction of propagation

E = i·+ +
i·—, i·+ = i·+(q—), ir- = i—(q+), (7.14)

where the downstream propagating flux E+ uses the left extrapolation Q' and the

upstream propagating flux li" the right extrapolation Q+. The two techniques

differ in the way the flux vectors are split. They will be examined in detail in the

following. Extension to more space directions are usually made by superimposing

pseudo-one—dimensional problems, where the extrapolation formulas to get left and

right states keep track of the relevant direction only [92].

Another very popular scheme, less robust for hypersonic fiows [101] but more

accurate, is the flux·dilference splitting technique due to Roe [25]. It consists of an

approximate Riemann solver, where an arbitrary discontinuity is supposed to exist

at the cell surface between the left and the right state, and an approximate solution

for this situation is written in terms of waves propagating upstream and down-

stream. In this instance, the inviscid Hux vector is not split, but reconstructed from

the upstream and downstream contributions, that constitute the left and the right
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states in the Riemann problem. Three—dimensional extensions are again formulated

by considering three separate one-dimensional problems, and the wave propagation

is analyzed in the relevant direction only. The details of these algorithms will be

discussed in the following.

7.4 Steger- Warming Splitting

The flux vector splitting technique, originally developed by Steger and Warm-

ing [23] for perfect gases, takes advantage of the homogeneity of the Euler equations,

property that is carried over to Hows in thermochemical non-equilibrium, as noted

in §A2.

The Jacobian matrices Ä, Ü, Ö can be diagonalized by means of the right eigen-

vectors determined in §A3

Ä=§Ä§". (7.15)

where S" is the inverse of the right eigenvector matrix S. Similar results apply

for the other space dimensions. The diagonal matrix Ä contains the characteristic

speeds of propagation of information. When Ä is split in a non-negative and a

non-positive contributions according to the sign of those characteristic velocities,

a splitting of the Jacobian in two parts, propagating downstream and upstream

respectively, is recovered

Ä=Ä++Ä‘, Ä=Ä++Ä‘, Ä*=§Ä*§". (7.16a,b,c)

Then the splitting of the inviscid liux into a positive and a negative contribution is

only a question of using the homogeneity relation eq.(A2.13)

i*=ÄQ=i‘++i*·, i**=Ä*Q. (7.17a,6)

For the case of only one translational temperature, the matrix of the right

eigenvalues S is given by collecting reduced forms of the approximate eigenvectors
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of eqs.(A3.7—9a), dropping electron continuity and energy contributions. The final

result, which is exact for this thermodynamic model, reads

nä =
P1 * • • 0 P1 0 0 0 ' ' · 0 P1

0 · ·· PN' PN; 0 0 0 0 PN;
P11-10, ‘ ° ' PN' G) P11 Pml 0 ' ' ' 0 G)
P1110, ' ' ' PN•G0; P(G0;+§_z; G) P12 Pm2 0 ' ' ' 0 G) *
num, nls nma 0 0 n(¤o.—E„.¤)

0 0 nm., 0 0 0

0 0 0 ··-nM¢„„ nM¢„„
1(¤0—¢1)···n~·(¤0—¤P~·) n(ho+¤o,¤) nvö, nuö, n1¢„, ···nM¢„„ n(ho—üo,¤)

(7.18)

where the notation of §A3 has been used, and ug: = (ug -1), ugs = (uo · m).

The matrix of the eigenvalues Ä is

{20, . . . 0 0 0 0 0 · · · 0 0

0 - · · üo, 0 0 0 0 · · · O 0
0 · · · 0 üg,+a 0 O 0 · - · O O

-_|Vf| 0 0 0 io, 0 0 0 O^_
J 0 0 0 0 üo, 0 0 O ° (719)

0 · ·
• 0 0 0 0 Go, · - · 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 üo, 0
0 · · · 0 0 0 0 0 · · · 0 ü0,— a

Once the Jacobian matrix has been diagonalized, non—negative and non-positive

contributions for the matrix of eigenvalues can be easily defined as follows

- Ä
”

- .,
-Ai = äü, A = l\+ + A" . (7.20a,6)

The inverse matrix §" can be evaluated in a straightforward fashion, utiliz-

ing the relationships summarized in Appendix 1 and the formulas for the pressure
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derivatives, eqs.(A2.11). The final result reads

2g-l =
2p/pl-2¢¢1 ‘ • ' -2¢¢'N· 2¢¤o 2¢ · · · 2¢ -2

-2¢¢1 ‘ ‘ ' 2P/PN•-2¢¢'N• 24)**0 24) ' ' ' 24) -2¢
—üo,/¤+¢¢·1 ·· · —üo,/G+¢¢1v• VÜG—¢Go —¢ —¢ ¢>

2l 0 0 0 •

—2(ug·m) —2(ug·m) 2m 0 0 0
—2¢¤l¤1 -2¢¢1v• 2¢>Go 2¢ + 2ß/mn, 2¢ —2¢

—2¢¢i —2¢¢/nv- 2¢Go 2¢ 2¢+2ß/pin, -248

-¢(7.21)
where ¢> = (·7—1)/az.

Performing the matrix products in eqs.(7.16c) and (7.17b), the final result for

the positive and negative contributions to the inviscid Huxes can be written as

P1 P1 P1

P1v• PN•_ PN·__
imo, i ¤(¤¤„+§¤.¤) tt ¤>(¤¤.—§zi<=)

- i_ 7 · 1 1 wo. ÄB ¤(¤o„+ End) *6 ¤(¤o„ —E=„¤)
F -- -—;-AA + —:• ·· + ~ ,

7 Wo; 27 p(¤o,+ €„,¤)27plcßi
Plem Pica;

pMc¤u- pÄl¢!\y pN!c1lM

Ph¤ ‘P°2/(’7“1) P(ho+ü0, G) PU10- üo, G)
(7.22)

where

Ai =
lV£| ügt i lügtl Ai: |V£| ügt +a zt lügt +a| Ai: |V$| ügt —a ;t lügt —al

t
^ J 2

’ B J 2 ' C 1 2
(7.23a,b,c)

A similar procedure can be followed for the case with two translational temper-

atures, when the simple asymptotic analysis of §6.4 is utilized. For those conditions,

the eigenvalues are given by the simple formulas of eq.(A3.5), and the matrix Ä can
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be easily constructed- by a straightforward extension of previous results to general

curvilinear coordinates, following the directions given in §A3. The matrix of right

eigenvalues can be constructed starting from the results of eq.(A3.7—10). The in-
verse matrix

§“‘
can be determined, at least for the general case a 76 (7, — 1)ü0l ,

and the appropriate matrix multiplications performed again to yield positive and

negative contributions to When a= (7,—l)üg, , the matrix ä is singular, there-

fore the inversion cannot be performed. However, no numerical difliculties have

been experienced when the algorithm has been applied to Hows where the speed of

sound was in a range that included the singular value.

The final result for the splitting of the fluxes for two translational temperatures

reads

P1 P1

PN-
PN•

p~%/ (% -1) 0 -Püo,
Zt

p(uO1+§¢1a)

· 1 _ % - 1 1 ¤¤o„ »‘B ß(¤¤„+ ~€=„<=)
F " + *2* " 'l'

1¢¤1

0
p(h6-az/(7-1)) p(hO+ü0,a)

(7.24)P1 0

PN- 0
0 _ 0

i
p(u01 — €¢

1 G) 0

2% p(¤6, —€„,¤) D O
picflj 0

‘
6PM¢6””

ß¤(¤¤. — 116/2)
P(ho- üo, G) 0
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where AA, AB, AC have already been defined, and

i _ [Vi] :20 +(·7 -1):20 :l; [:20 +(·7 -1):20]
AD

_Similarresults hold for the Huxes in the other space dimensions. It is interesting

to point out that the perfect-gas algorithm can be recovered by simplifying the

equations in a fashion consistent with what was discussed in §3.4.

7.5 Van Lccr Splitting

An alternative flux-vector splitting has been developed for perfect gases by

Van Leer, [24]. His formulation has continuously differentiable flux contributions

and has been shown to result in smoother solutions near sonic points [101]. Van

Leer-type splittings have been developed by several authors for equilibrium chem-

istry [13],[14],[18-22], and for thermochemical non·equilibrium [28-33]. Considering

only one translational temperature, the procedures of Van Leer [24] may be directly

utilized by considering the Hux vectors as

a, Ü, Pi/P, ¢n,),

Ö =Ö(p„ ¤, Ü, pe/P, cm), (7-26)
il =iI(P, a, M, Pi/P, ¢n,),

where M is the normalized velocity parameter :20/:1, often referred to as a Mach

number, even if it may be positive or negative. Then the mass Hux for the vector

F, which is pügl = pa1\:{1, may be split as p:20[ = fj', + fg, where

- 2
:l:M + 1fg = ¢pa(—?) . (7.27)

The remaining fluxes, when written in the functional form of eq.(7.26), may be split

to yield a Van Leer-type fiux—vector splitting for the case of a single translational
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temperature
pi/p
P2/P

_ PN· /P
—

J m ' ., .. *
‘ )¤¤„ + §=„(—¤o. i 2¤)/v

uos + Ezs (-*101Itm¢„,
/p

mw¢„„/p
rz

where
- 2iz}, -l(‘“°·*“) 729f, o ,3 + 1 · ( · )

Also, Fi = F, if E 0 in the supersonic range, when M1 > 1 and M1 < -1,

respectively. Different authors have developed similar schemes [28-33]. The spe-

cific form of eq.(7.29), fits into the class of splittings discussed in Shuen, Liou and

Van Leer [30], where ff = ho - m(-üo, zh a)2. The value m = 1/(7 + 1) was used

in the present numerical simulations. Other values are used in the literature, but

numerical experiments do not show any significant effect on the value of m.

When free electrons are considered, the splitting becomes more complicated

because a "velocity" speed of sound a, can be considered, a, = ('1,—1)]‘üO,], which

is associated with the electron energy equation for the i' fiux. However, the corre-

sponding Mach number

" "' 1
M = ——-%, [M ] = ——, (7.30a, b)°‘ ('1¢—1)|¤¤.| °‘ (%—1)

is always "supersonic” for 7, ranging from 1 to 2. Consequently, the mass flux for

the vector If has an alternative splitting püg, = pa,M,, = f,T,_
+ f,j,_ , where either

portion is identically zero

- - M dz |M |

(7.310.,NUMERICALFORMULATION



The previous splitting will be used for the electron continuity and energy equations,

yielding the final result

fi zu /p
fi nz/p

fi PN• /P
{$,p„/p

F = T fäfi
m¢„, /p

fi m«¢„„ /p
fäho.
läfä

The method above can be shown to reduce to the perfect-gas form, as discussed

for the Steger-Warming—type splitting. The other space dimensions are treated in

a similar fashion.

7.6 An Approzimate Riemann Solver

The essential features of Hux-difference split algorithms involve the solution of

local Riemann problems arising from the consideration of discontinuous states at

cell interfaces on an initial data line [11]. The scheme developed for perfect gases

by Roe [25], falls into this category and has produced excellent results for both

inviscid and viscous How simulations [101]. Extensions of the Roe splitting have

been developed by several authors for both equilibrium chemistry [12-17],[19—22],

and thermo-chemical non-equilibrium [28-35].

The procedure outlined by Glaister [15],[16] for real gases, which originated

from the approach of Roe and Pike [91] for perfect gases, will be followed. In

this approach, the first step corresponds to obtaining a solution for the linearized,

approximate Riemann problem, valid for small jumps in the interface states. The

second step involves the determination of the appropriate averaging procedures,
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(often referred to as Roe-averages), in order to render the solution valid for arbitrary

jumps in the cell interface values.

To carry out the first step for the case where only one translational temperature

is defined, a solution to the approximate Riemann problem is sought, given two

states, Q,, Qg, which are close to an average state Q of the vector of conserved

variables. This involves the determination of the relationship between the jump in

Q, denoted as (Q), and the average eigenvectors E; of the Jacobian matrix, given

in §A3. For small [Q]], one must find the wave strengths ag, i= 1, . . . ,N* +M+4,

such that N_+M+4
lQl = E ¤¢ E6, (7-33)

6:1

to within O((Q))2. The cell interface jumps, = — (·);, represent the difference

in quantities evaluated at the cell interface using data from the right, and the

left, In the following, flow quantities without a superscript, i.e., p, correspond

to a value between p,. and pg. Moreover, the analysis will be performed in Cartesian

coordinates, using eigenvalues and eigenvectors given in eqs.(A3.2) and (A3.7—10),

respectively. The final results will be presented in the usual generalized coordinates

for F, and the techniques of Walters and Thomas [92] have been extensively used

in order to perform the necessary transformations. The flux vectors in the other

space directions can be similarly treated.

The first N* contributions of eq.(7.33), yield

ag = älpgl — (c!}v•+M+3+aN•+M+4), i= 1,...,N°, (7.34)

and the N' + 4 through N' + M + 1 terms of eq.(7.33) give

c!j+y• = Zéupjcwn 1, . . . ,M, (7.35)

Using the above results along with the first momentum equation gives

aN°+M+3 — ¤~·+M+e = äluoilh (7-36)
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and the other two momentum equations yield
1

·

aN°+M+1 = PH¤o,)„ aN'+M+2 = ßH¤o„) - (7-37¤„b)

The last contribution of eq.(7.33) can be written as follows

aN°+M+3 + 0¢N•+M+4 =

Hllzwoll-¤¤¤. {Ivo.)—¤¤¤„II¤¤„l—¤¤¤„l¤¤„l—¤älßI|+'ZL ¢¢l¤¢)—ZÄ1 ll¤;=»,ll)
Iho —
uä(7.38)

where aß; is defined in eq.(A3.10a). From that definition, it can be shown that

N'
•

.
-

2
Z&¢;=+—c-+-E-, (7.39)
izl p 7 — 1 2

and along with the definition of ho, the denominator of eq.(7.38) may be written as

0.2/(7 — 1). Then, to O(HQ))2, the term Hpco) may be expanded as
1v• M ug

H/Moll = E (¤«H€¢)+€¤ißH)+Zl¤1¢-.l+¤¤¤„l¤¤„l+ß¤¤„H¤¤„)+¤¤¤„ll¤o„)+ fllßll-
i=l j=1

(7.40)

From the results in §2, it follows that HE;] = EWHT). Using the equation of state for

p and the definition of alu, the numerator of eq.(7.38) simply becomes Hp) / (7 — 1).

Substituting these results into eq.(7.38) yields the following simplification, valid to

<><uou>“ E E¤N•+M+3 + aN°+M+4 = · (7-41)

The final result for the ag is then

a, = £Hp,) —- 1%, i= 1,...,N°, (7.42a)

j = 1,...,M, (7.42b)

aN°+M+1 = Pll“0¤)• (7·42°)

aN°+M+2 = 1*)%,), (7**24)
1

aN•+M+;, = ä
(Hp) zi; paHu0,)) , k = 3,4. (7.426)
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It may be verified that, with these wave strengths 07,, the filux vector F may

be expanded as
N'+M+4

(2) = E 6, A, 2,, (7.43)
i=l

where the eigenvalues Ä; are given in eq.(A3.2). As stated in Glaister [15], this

decomposition yields the characteristic fields to O((Q]])°. It should be noted that

the wave strengths are consistent with the results presented in Appendix 4 for the

characteristic relationships of fiows with only one translational temperature.

The next step in the construction of an approximate Riemann solver [15],[91],

involves determining appropriate averages, 67;, Ä, and Ä, such that
N°+M+4

(Q} = Z 6,2,, (7.44)
Ü=l

and
N°+M+4

(2) = E 6, A, 2,, (7.45)
i=1

for cell interface states which are not necessarily close to each other, so that [[Q]] is

not necessarily small. Using the results of §A3, it is possible to define the eigenvalues

720,, i=1,...,N°+M+2,
«\,= :20, +ä, i=N°+M+3, (7.46)

{20, — ä, i= N'+M+4,

and the eigenvectors

0 0

ßs 0

9 O
E‘;= fäügox ,i=1,...,N°, E°j+)v-= 0 ,j=1,...,M,

pÜu'O3 O

ßÜüO; 0

0 E
E any

9 O

(Ü?) — ¤l>7)ße
‘¤7·

(7.47:1, b, c, d, c)
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0 0 ßl
: : P2

0 0 E

0 0 P1v·
EN·+M+1 = O 1 EN'+M+2 = 0 1 EN'+M+I¢ =

u°i It a k = 3,4,
1 Ü U02

0 1 üQ3

*0 *0
n

gnu
“'0¤ “0a

hg zh ÜQ, ä

along with the corresponding wave strengths

,1, Q, 1: 1,...,N·, (1..18.1)
Pi 4

. P °¢ · . (7.48b)
c,,, a.

äN°+M+1 = Pl¤0„l1 (7·48¢)

äN'+M+2 = Pll¤o,l1 (7-48d)

. 1 ...
aN•+M+k = zt pa[u0,]) , k = 3,4. (7.48c)

The solution of the approximate Riemann problem involves determining alge-

braic averages ß, üo, ä, ß, Äo, ßg, 6,,,, Ju, such that eqs.(7.44), (7.45) are satisfied.

In the above, the deiinitions

,6, E ( Ü), 6,,, E (7.4011,6)
P P

have been used.

The first N' contributions of eq.(7.44) yield

llßsll = Ps(ä¢ + ä1v·+M+a + ö=~·+M+4), ¥= 11- - - ,N°, (7·50)
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and the N
‘
+4 through N

‘
+M+3 contributions of eq.(7.44) give

l)Pj¢n_;l) = Enj(äj+N° + äN°+M+3 + äN°+M+4)• f = 1- - - - -M„ (7-51)

which are identically satisfied when using eqs.(7.48). The N
‘
+ 1 contribution of

eq.(7.44) yields

NI

[Wo,] (üo, + ä)ä1v·+M+a + (üo, — ä)ö=~·+M+4
{:1

= üo, lpl + ßllvoil- (7-52)

where use has been made of (p]| = gN[p;] and of
gN•

pg = 1. On the other hand,

the N
‘
+1 contribution of eq.(7.45) gives

NO

Ilp + Wg,) = ßsüg, ät + (*70, + ä)2äN°+M+3 + (720, - ä)2äN°+M+4 » (7-53)
{:1

which, upon substitution of eqs.(7.48), reduces to

lr¤¢ä,l = üä, lvl + 25%. (Ivo.)- (7-54)

Solving for ß and üol from eqs.(7.52), (7.54) yields

.

1and

üo = <¤o,„/i>'> = (¤o,)r\/Pr + (¤o,)c(/Pc (7 55,,)‘
<„/ß> ,/7 + „F ’

where the notation for the arithmetic average <·>= + /2 has been used.

The results in eqs.(7.55) are the usual Roe-averages for p and ug, as developed for

a perfect gas [25].

The other two momentum equations of eq.(7.44) yield

lfmüzl =ü¤¤ lßl + ßl“¤„]]
- (7.56a,b)

lP“¤„l] =ü¤„ lvl + ßl¤¤„l ·
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The first N
‘

contributions of eq.(7.45) give

[[p;u0l]| = üol lp;} + ßßgluol], £= 1, . . . ,N'. (7.57)

It is possible to solve for ß; by expanding terms such as

P' P' P'lve¤o1l = l(j»/F)(¤¤1»/v)l =<j»/F> l¤o1»/vl+ <¤¤1»/v> lj»/Fl (7-58)

(Expansions of this type will be used throughout the development of the average

quantities in this section). The result is

<
‘

>
_

, 1=1,...,N'. (7.59)

Similarly, the N
‘+4

through N'+M+3 contributions of (7.45) are solved for EM as

< · .é„j, j=1,...,M. (7.60)
<(/ß>

The similarity of the results of eqs.(7.52) and (7.56) suggwts the following

forms for the averages {10,, {io,

üo
Pt

° <~””> V"'+~/"‘ ”
(761 6;. a,

Ü _<¤o„„/7>> _ (u0,)ry/Pr + (¤o,)z(/vz
°° <„/ß> (F+ (F °

The two remaining momentum equations of eq.(7.45) yield

llpu01u'02b =ü01ü0¤ lvl + ßü02 [u'01H + 51201 lu'02l •
(7.62a, b)

lP“¤1“¤6l =ü01üo6 lvl + /*806 l“o1l + v“o1 l“¤6]] 7
and are identically satisfied by the assumed average forms. Using the previous

results, the following important relations can be derived

lv¤ä,l =8ä, lvl + 8:*1706 l¤¤„l 1
(7.6361, b)

lv¤ä,l =üä, lvl + 2vü¤„ l¤¤6l -
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The two remaining equations to be considered are the energy equations in both

eq.(7.44) and eq.(7.45). The former may be written as

1v• M

i=1 j=1

N' M
a2

i=l j=l

(7.64)

The latter is evaluated more simply by subtracting üc,|Ipcc]] from eq.(7.64) and

using the definition pcc = phc — p, to give

l/mo. hvl = 6o. lßhol + ßäolumll · (7-65)

This may be solved for hc a.s

- <hhg = —l‘/-li. (7.66)
<\/ß>

The only remaining formula to be satisfied is eq.(7.64) and the averages to be

determined are ä and aß;.

Considering the deünition of a/1;, eq.(A3.10a), and the result of eq.(7.39), it

seems natural to assume that aß; satisfies the equation

N° A äg ‘ M
E ßnb; = ++ üä — ho + E 2,,,, (7.67)
. *1 — 1 ._•=1 J-1

where ä and *'1 are not yet defined. It is also convenient to introduce a new quantity,

6;, defined as
. · üä
U; = aß; —

.Goingback to eq.(7.64), it is convenient to expand pcc as pE+ pjc„j —+—pu§/2.

Substituting eqs.(7.67) and (7.68) and using eqs.(7.63) gives

-
”°

. 1
lß¢l) = —

E Udllßil + · (7-69)
i=l
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The equation of state yields

(p) = ßR(T) + T R;(p;), (7.70)
€=l

where N_ ~. <R„/ß>
R = ZAR. = -1, (7.71)

‘=1and
. TT = i. (7.72)

<„/i>°>
The definition of E., eq.(2.4), produces

(i;] = c;‘[T], (7.73)

where
c;_ E —- E.,) . . 41 /T'

dT (7 7 )l [T] Te

Using the previous result, it is possible to write

(pi) = ,öé;(T] + i.(p.), (7.75)
i=l

where

E; = 2:5.6; , (7.76)
i=1

and _
6. E = (7.77)

<„/F>
Substituting these results into eq.(7.69) yields

1v* ~ -RiT A AO
T§(¤+=7_1))¤)+¢>(¤ *1))) ( )

The only two undefined quantities at Ü; and 3. They may be defined to satisfy

eq.(7.78) as _
R

*3 —- 1 = (7.79)
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and __
. R¢T .
Ui =
ä

— C;

,Finally,ä is determined from eqs.(7.67), (7.68), (7.76), (7.79), (7.80) as

A üg A N° M
6* = (6- 1) [ho- §+6;1*- 2,6.6.- 26,,,]. (7.81)

i=1 j=l

At this stage, all the averages that render eq.(7.45) an approximate Riemann

solver have been defined. It is noteworthy that these averages are not unique.

As pointed out by Abgrall [34], the algebraic problem posed in eqs.(7.44), (7.45)

has more solutions, and different values have been published in the literature for

some of the Roe-type averages [28-35]. The major differences between the present

approach and others is in the evaluation of averages of the pressure derivatives, or

equivalently of 7/);, whereas the same results are obtained for mass fractions and non-

equilibrium contributions, if present. No numerical evidence has been presented of

the superiority of one scheme over the others.

Rewriting eq.(7.44) by grouping the repeated eigenvalues, simplifying the result

and transforming it back to generalized coordinates [92] yields

li') = lila + lila + lila (7-82)
The term arises from the first N' +M+2 terms of the sum in eq.(7.45),

corresponding to the repeated eigenvalue A; = fig, , and may be written as

51 Hm/vll
Ä2 lm/pl)

IVEI H H ÄN· Wil [PN;/Pl]
" P 2 Üo -° [[¤0 ]]— Ex [[710]][F] =—<[[p][—T)u0 _¤ +—puo ¤ -=_· ,A J J —

{I2

Ifuosll ° Ezs Iiuonli
°¤¤ [[p1¢„, /p]]

.
€·;~ _ llßM¤»„ /¢>ll

ho — ß /(7*1) 9
(7.83)
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where

M
P °¢

NE
P'J n' A I A A A = n9 = Z|l—;*l -2: ¢·¢l-;l+ (ue. l¤¤„l+¤¤„l¤¤„l +¤¤,l¤¤„l) -¤¤. ll¤¤„l, (7-84)

j=1 i=l

and 1:101 is trivially defined starting from the averages of the Cartesian components

ÜO1 1 ÜÜQ1 üÜ3

äO1 = E31üO1 + EZQÜOQ + gZ3ü'O3

•TheB and llillc contributions arise from the last two terms in the summa-

tion of eq.(7.45), corresponding to the eigenvalues sig, +ä and fig, —ä, and are found

to be

ßl
P2

I I
ß1v·_

~ V{ 1 - : üg zi: { Ü,F = ,1; *^ ) i ^ ·
-*4 . 7.86l lB,c J 26, lpl ¤¤l¤¤„l (¤¤„ ¤) 6% J: 6:26 ( )

Üoa zh $,6ä
é„„

. E··:
hg zh üol ä

The approximate Riemann solver is implemented by computing the cell face

Huxes as a summation over wave speeds [11]

6 1 _ _ 1 N‘+M+4 2 A1*,+,,, = E (F, + F,) - E E 6, (A,) 1:,, (7.87)
i=l

which can be written as follows, using eqs.(7.83-86)

- - 1 - - -F,+1/, =<F> —§(llFlA + lFl]B + llFl]C), (7.88)

with the absolute value of the wave speeds substituted in the equations.
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7.7 Time Integration

In the previous sections, three different algorithms for evaluating the inviscid

fiuxes have been discussed, and the standard technique for discretizing the viscous

fluxes has been mentioned. The remaining relevant problem is how to advance the

numerical solution in time, given a known initial state. Some algorithms that were

very popular even in recent years use a. coupled approach, whereby time in-

tegration and space discretization are interconnected. However, the finite-volume

technique lends itself to a fully uncoupled procedure, the time integration being

segregated from the space discretization procedures. In the following, several time

integration techniques will be discussed which are consistent with the uncoupled ap-

proach. On the other hand, a fully coupled procedure is advocated for the combined

treatment of chemical, thermal and fluid dynamic phenomena, due to its robustness

and efiiciency.

The equation to be advanced in time is eq.(7.8), which can be written in terms

of a residual, grouping fluxes and source terms, as follows

ät! + R(Q) = 0. (7.89)

In eq.(7.89) the average notation has been dropped and the residual R is given by

R(O) =(F — F»).+1/2606+1/2 —(F+(Ö
(Ö (7.90)

Two classes of problems usually arise when dealing with time integration. The

first class contains the umteady problems, where an accurate time integration is

essential for the overall validity of the simulation. A popular and computationally

nonexpensive scheme that is second-order accurate in time is the m-stage Jameson-

style explicit Runge—Kutta method, which advances the solution in time according
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to the following
Q° = Q",

01 = Q° — ¤=1—?;£R(Q°)„

O2 =
O°(7.91)

Qm = Q0

_wherethe weighting coefficients oz; guarantee second-order time-accuracy when

1‘
= ·l·· .

m — •
+ 1

( )

In the above, the superscript, rz, denotes the conditions at time level 71 and At the

time step. This explicit scheme has the major drawback of becoming extremely

ineliicient for stiß problems, that is when some of the characteristic times associ-

ated with chemical reactions or thermal relaxation become much faster than the

fluid dynamics characteristic time [103],[104]. In these conditions, the time step

necessary for stability can become even orders of magnitude smaller than the value

which would be necessary for an efficient resolution of the overall gas dynamic tran-

sient [105]. For this reason, time·implicit schemes are advocated [106], and they

show an increase in eliiciency that can be dramatic, as discussed in §8.

For cases where time accuracy is important, as in unsteady problems, an im-

plicit two-step Runge-Kutta scheme [107] will be used

ug
+ oz; iR(Q") AQ; = -R(Q"), (7.93a)

At 6Q

I2 + a; —ä-R(Q") AQ; = —R(Q" -+— ß;;AQ;), (7.93b)
At 8Q

AQ = Y;AQ; + Y;AQ; , (7.936)
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where AQ = Q"+1 — Q", corresponds to the change in Q over one time step At,

and 6R/6Q denotes the Jacobian contributions from Huxes and source terms. The

constants a1, 0:;, Y1, Y; and ßzl were determined by Iannelli and Baker [107] as

6, = 6, = (2 - ,/2)/2, Y1 = (6 - Y, = (2 + 1/E)/6 and 6,, = 2(6„/§- 4),

such that the algorithm is second·order accurate in time. An important feature of

the method is the fact that the left-hand-side of the equations needs to be evaluated

only once, at time level n. This contributes noticeably to the global efficiency of

the algorithm.

The second class of problems to be dealt with is the one which includes steady

calculations. A pseudo-transient problem is usually solved in this case, where the

solution is advanced in a pseudo-time until convergence to a steady-state is reached.

Time accuracy is of no concern here, but an implicit treatment is even more nec-

essary for efiiciency. The usual scheme employed, and the one considered in the

following, is the Euler-Implicit method, which is first-order accurate in time

Ü- + iR(Q") AQ = —R(¤'*> (7-94)
At aq

’

and which could be considered to be a special case of the two-step Runge-Kutta

whena1=1,a;=O,Y1=1andY;=O.

The residual Jacobian contribution (6R/8Q)AQ is a symbolic operator, that

should interpreted as follows

an a(i* - iz,) a(i· - iz,)——A = ————A 60· — ————A 60,- +

a(ä — é.,) 6(E: - 6:,,)
+ —AQ 60- — ——-1AQ 60 ·.. +J 1/2

6(FI - ir.,) 6(ir - Er.,)
+ -————-AQ 60 — ————-—AQ 60 _ —k 1/2

6W——-A 0 7
(7.95)
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where the inviscid space contributions are evaluated with a first-order approach for

simplicity

(Em) = (ÄAo>..-„„ = (Ä+A<2·>.+„„ + (Ä·Ao+>.+„„ =ÖQ i+1/2 (7.96)

= (Ä+AQ); + (Ä"AG);+1-

The viscous terms are treated in an approximate fashion, using only the Thin-

Layer contributions and neglecting the cross-derivative terms in the Jacobians. As

a result, it is possible to write

(7-97)

where a represents contributions that multiply the gradient of ß, and the deriva-

tives with respect to the conservative variables can be evaluated to yield the re-

sult [108],[109]

(7.98a, b)

l-'

Q;Similarresults hold for the other space directions.

The resulting linear algebraic problem is solved for the time increments AQ

using different techniques. For one-dimensional problems, eq.(7.94) is a block—tri-

diagonal system of equations, and is solved exactly using a direct substitution al-

gorithm Two and three·dimensional problems, however, yield sparse matrices

with more non-zero diagonals even if a first-order approach is used. Two techniques

have been implemented for two-dimensional problems, a global LU decomposition,

which is still an exact solution, and an Approximate Factorization, which reduces

the problem to a sequence of two block-tridiagonal systems of equations. For three-

dimensional problems, the storage requirements for an exact solution are too re-

strictive. The technique applied has been to implement the LU or AF algorithms
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in a plane and to relax in the third direction, symbolically chosen as f, through a

non—linear update of the residual.

For the LU algorithm, eq.(7.94) can be written as

MAQ = —R(Q",Q"+‘), (7.99)

where
. Q .. .. -_ .._

M =§¤ + (Ay - Aj,)60,+,,, - (A, — A„,,)60,-,,,+

a(ä - E1,) a(E: - ä„)
+ l- 80- — l- 80 ·- +( ae ),...11 1+*/* ( eq L11 1 1/*

8(IEI - 11,) a(i1 - 11,,) aw
+ l- 80 — 80 _ — ——0,( 80 ( 60 1 80

(7.100)
and only the diagonal contributions in the f direction have been retained. The off-

diagonal contributions are either relaxed or accounted for in the non·linear residual

update, and alternating-direction sweeps are performed.

The AF algorithm considers a problem in the 1) direction and another in the g

directions, both of which are block·tridiagonal in nature. Eq.(7.94) becomes in this
C3.S8

. 6(E: - ä.,) a(E: - 6:,,) . _,
M + —-— 80~ — ————— 80 ~_ M -[ ( 8,, ),+m ,+111 1/2]

— wir — F1.) au? - ir.)
· M + i--; 60 - ————-— 80 _ AQ =[ ( 8,, ),,,,, 1..111 ( 6,, ),_,,2 1. l/2]

(7.101)where '
. H - - -

_ ~ _ 8W
M = EI + (Af — A:,)80,+,/2 — (A, — A„_,)80,_,/2 — E0, (7.102)

and the time increment AQ is obtained by solving the two steps

- 6<é—é11> @<é—é1> " .. 71+1AQ°=— M+ -——— 80~ — ———— 80~- R(Q ,Q ),

~ - ~ - -1. 8(H-H,,) 8(H—H„) — ,
A =[M+-———— 80 — ————— 80_ MAQ.Q ( 60 ÖQ >k-1/2k

1/zi
(7.103)
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The relaxation in the { direction is the same as in the previous case.

Both algorithms vectorize and can be coded very efficiently [59]. However,

unsteady problems have been considered only in one space dimension, where the

two—step Runge-Kutta implicit method was used.

The Jacobian contributions for the source terms can be obtained by analytical

evaluation of derivatives. The Jacobians for the Steger-Warming algorithm are

obtained as a part of the derivation of the algorithm in §7.4. Those for the Van

Leer splitting are straightforward. The Jacobians associated with the approximate

Riemann solver of the Roe type are complex to obtain. For perfect gas fiows,

approximate Jacobians have been developed [110]. An alternative approach is to

utilize the Jacobians produced by the flux-vector algorithms [111], and this is the

procedure followed in the present numerical simulations.
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8. RESULTS

8.1 Introduction

The governing differential equations derived in §3 and written in integral form

have been discretized in space and time according to the procedure of §7. Numerical

results have been obtained for some test·cases in one and two space dimensions, us-

ing two different codes. The first one was written by the author for one-dimensional

and quasi-one-dimensional inviscid simulations, following the formulation of §3.7.

The second one was written by Prof. R. Walters of VPI, the author and D. Slack [59]

for general three-dimensional viscous flows out of thermal and chemical equilibrium

(Generalized Aerodynamic Simulation Program, or GASP). A presentation of some

interesting computations made using both codes will be provided.

A fully-coupled approach for the combined treatment of gas-dynamics and ther-

mochemical phenomena has been employed, as discussed in §7. Analytical Jacobians

for the source terms have been derived and implemented, and the resulting algo-

rithms have proven to be very efficient [32],[59]. For supersonic steady-state cal-

culations with the quasi·one-dimensional code, residual reductions of seven orders

of magnitude have been obtained in a matter of 80 to 120 iterations for 161 mesh

points, working with a CFL number from 10 to 15, and a CPU time per iteration

varying largely with the complexity of the thermal and chemical model, but rang-

ing from a few seconds to four minutes on a Sun 3/50 minicomputer. Calculations

where embedded shock waves are present show a deterioration of the convergence

rate, but the same residual reduction was typically experienced in 800 to 1200 iter-

ations for the same grid, working with a CFL number of 3 to 6 without any attempt

of optimization. Unsteady calculations for a shock tube were performed with a CFL

number of 0.5, and showed the same accuracy as explicit calculations which used

a CFL number of 0.02 and about ten times more CPU time per run, in spite of

having a CPU time requirement per iteration of about one third.

Two-dimensional steady calculations were performed very efficiently, with CFL

numbers as high as 100 from the beginning, or after a very short transient. Both
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LU and AF algorithms vectorize, and a few strategies for freezing the Jacobians

were successfully implemented [59]. The CPU time requirement per iteration per

mesh point is of the order of a few hundred microseconds. Specifically, it can be

as low as 60 psec for an AF iteration with a perfect gas or as high as 950 pscc

for an LU iteration with Air Model 1 and the Vibrational Equilibrium Model on a

41 x 41 grid. A corresponding iteration when the Left Hand Side is kept frozen will

be performed in approximately one eighth of the above time. More complex ther-

modynamic models, or How conditions where significantly more chemical reactions

are considered, will require larger CPU times.

The generality of the approach chosen for handling chemical reactions allows

comparisons of several models without any difficulty. A few results will be shown,

where the effects of choosing different models for reacting air, changing reaction

rates, or including more species, will be examined. Similar studies have been con-

ducted for the other chemical models. Moreover, calculations with the chemistry

kept frozen will be compared to finite-rate and chemical-equilibrium simulations,

and the dramatic changes that occur in the How features underlined.

In addition, different thermodynamic models can be easily compared, and cases

will be presented where the choice of a model can make a significant difference in

the predictions. More physical insight is necessary in order to assess the accuracy

and superiority of one treatment over another.

In the following, a discussion of several results for Hows in a nozzle will be

presented, using both the quasi·one-dimensional approach and axisymmetric calcu-

lations. Supersonic Hows and cases where an embedded shock stands approximately

in the middle of the rapidly-expanding diffuser studied by Drummond, Hussaini and

Zang [93] will be detailed. Then, calculations for hypersonic simple geometries will

be examined, including blunt bodies and a 10° wedge.
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8.2 Quasi-One-Dimensional Steady Results

The geometry chosen for the quasi-one·dimensional inviscid steady simulations

is represented in Fig. 1. The rapidly expanding supersonic diffuser has an area ratio

of 4:1 over a length of 2 meters [93], according to the formula

A o g Z, g L, (6.1„,6)

where L = 2 m. Unless indicated otherwise, all calculations were performed on 161

evenly spaced grid points with a third-order upwind-biased spatial discretization,

as discussed in §7.2, and are believed to be grid-converged. A qualitative repre-

sentation of the axisymmetric mesh used for the simulations discussed in the next

section is also visible in the figure. For supersonic calculations, Steger-Warming

and Van Leer Hux·vector splitting methods coincide within round-off errors, and

Roe Hux-difference splitting technique yields very similar results, indistinguishable

within plotting accuracy. When a shock wave is embedded in the diffuser, the ap-

proximate Riemann solver captures it in a slightly better way, as is the case for

perfect gas [101]. Consequently, the results presented are the ones obtained using

Roe’s method.

A comparison of different chemistry models for dissociating air is shown in

Fig. 2. Air Models 1, and 2, along with a reduced version of the latter are used. The

reduced version is obtained by considering only the 5 neutral species and dropping

the ionization reactions. As a result, the model considers the same species and

chemical reactions as Air Model 1. The Vibrational Equilibrium Model was used.

Plots of the Huid dynamic quantities in Fig. 2a do not show any major discrepancy

between the models, even if Air Model 1 gives a temperature profile that is slightly

lower than those obtained using Air Model 2 and its reduced version. However, the

mass fractions plots, although qualitatively similar, show some discrepancy. The

reason is due to the fact that the How was considered to be in chemical equilibrium at

the inlet conditions. Consequently, for the same values of temperature and density,
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Air Models 1 and 2 yield dißcrcnt equilibrium compositions. It is impossible to read

it from the plots, but the inlet pressure is also different for the different models. It

can be noticed from Fig. 2b that the relevant reaction for the range of temperatures

considered is the recombination of oxygen, and that including ionized species does

not change the results within plotting accuracy.

A comparison of different thermodynamic models for the same problem is

shown in Fig. 3. Air Model 1 was utilized for this case. The Vibrational Equi-

librium and the Curve Fit Models, discussed in §2.5, agree very well in this temper-

ature range, whereas the Simplified Vibrational Non-Equilibrium Model, presented

in §4.4, predicts a lower temperature. This can be explained by the fact that a

non-negligible freezing of the vibrational states occurs, because of a relatively slow

relaxation time. The mass fraction plots with the non-equilibrium model show

only a very mild tendency towards a higher level of oxygen recombination for the

non-equilibrium model, due to the lower temperature predicted.

The effect of assuming a frozen chemistry or a local chemical equilibrium for

the same problem is investigated in Fig. 4, where the Vibrational Equilibrium Model

was used in conjunction with Air Model 2. The temperature predictions are in vast

disagreement, with the finite-rate calculations correctly in the middle of the two

limiting cases. It can be noticed that some mcchanical quantities, such as pressure

and velocity, are hardly affected by the differences in the chemical behaviour. The

mass fractions, however, which are constant for frozen calculations, are greatly

affected by the assumption of local chemical equilibrium, as seen in Figs. 4b,4c.

It is noteworthy that the finite-rate results do not always fall within the bounds

set by the two limiting cases, in particular for the NO and the N; plots. The

reason is found in the large nonlinearities of the model, which specifically show a

maximum for the production of NO in a mass fraction versus temperature diagram.

The equilibrium predictions were obtained by multiplying the rate constants by a

factor of 106 and running the finite-rate code. A calculation with a factor of 1012

did not change the results. There are more efficient ways of performing calculations
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using a local chemical equilibrium assumption, but the information on the species

distributions is usually lost to global curve fits [12-22]. Techniques based upon

free energy minimization [69], and/or equilibrium constant calculations [49] will be

implemented in the near future.

Simulations similar to those given in Figs. 2-4, but with a higher inlet temper-

ature, are shown in Figs. 5-7. The different temperature range brings about some

interesting results. The comparison between the different chemistry models, Fig. 5,

shows that Air Models 1 and 2 differ noticeably for both temperature and com-

position predictions, although the qualitative picture is unchanged. The question

of which model should be preferred for these extreme conditions is a difficult one.

However, Air Model 2 is more recent and based upon relatively new experimental

results. Newer models have been proposed recently [74], and should also be taken

into consideration.

On the other hand, the thermodynamic model comparison in Fig. 6 shows that

vibrational equilibrium is fully established, because of the very fast relaxation times,

whereas the curve·fit model yields predictions in disagreement with the other two

models. The reason for this is likely due to extrapolating to high temperatures a

model that is valid only up to 5,000 K.

The comparison between frozen, chemical·equilibrium, and finite—rate results,

Fig. 7, shows again that the assumption of a limiting case is not often justified

if accurate predictions are sought for mechanical and particularly thermal loads.

However, the problem of obtaining a reliable and possibly simple finite—rate reaction

model is unsolved for most cases of practical interest.

The same diffuser geometry was used for an investigation of hydrogen-air chem-

istry [28]. A comparison of the present results with those obtained by Drummond,

Hussaini and Zang [93] is presented in Fig. 8. The Curve Fit Model was used, and

all calculations are in agreement. The (pseudo-)spectral method only used 17 grid

points, unevenly spaced, and the finite-difference code 101 evenly spaced points,
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the number of cycles for convergence being of the order of a few thousands for both

methods.

The comparison between different thermodynamic models, Fig. 9, shows that

there is a noticeable freezing of vibrational energy in the non-equilibrium predic-

tions. Both equilibrium models are in excellent agreement, due to the moderate

temperatures. The discrepancy in the temperature prediction affects the interme-

diate step of the combustion, the production of OH, but does not alter the final

level of water mass fraction.

Results obtained with Argon Models 1 and 2 for the simple Argon plasma

are shown in Fig. 10. Argon Model 1 yields predictions virtually coinciding with

chemical equilibrium when only one translational temperature is considered. The

mass fraction of A+ coincide with the degree of ionization 45 defined in Vincenti

and Kruger [2], apart from a factor very close to 1 due to the difference between

molecular mass of neutral and ionized Argon.

Argon Model 1 is used again in Fig. 11 for a simulation with two translational

temperatures. The results are compared with a similar calculation, using only

one translational temperature in the thermo-chemical model. The discrepancy is

moderate, but visible. Similar comparisons at higher inlet temperatures, not shown

here, result in a closer agreement between the two models, because the energy

exchange between heavy particles and electrons is more efficient.

The same diffuser was utilized for calculations where the outlet pressure was

raised in order to obtain a shock wave standing approximately in the middle of

domain. Fig. 12 shows the result for air, with different thermodynamic models,

same inlet conditions as Figs. 2-4, and Air Model 1. Immediately behind the

shock there is a very small relaxation zone, as shown in the temperature plot.

This relaxation is amplified by the non·equilibrium model, where the after-shock

values should be consistent with the Rankine-Hougoniot jump conditions for a flow

with frozen vibrational states and consequently higher ä. The undershoot in the

temperature profile before the shock is probably due to numerical difiiculties, but
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the highly nonlinear behaviour of the NO mass fraction is due to the chemistry

model. Shuen, Liou and Van Leer [30] present arguments for disregarding this

result as non—physical.

A comparison of frozen, chemical—equilibrium and finite-rate models is shown

in Fig. 13. The shock location is different for the three simulations. The f:inite·rate

predictions show a small relaxation zone, particularly visible in the temperature

plots. It can be also noticed that the shock is essentially frozen, but this feature

disappears if local chemical equilibrium is assumed. Plots of mass fractions show

that, after the shock, the How quickly reaches chemical equilibrium.

The same inlet conditions of Figs. 8-9 are used in Fig. 14 for Hydrogen—Air

Model 1 and several thermodynamic models. A small relaxation zone, this time due

almost exclusively to the vibrational energy, is observed. Again, the production of

the intermediate species OH is affected by the chosen thermodynamical model in a

noticeable amount.

Argon Models 1 and 2 are used in Fig. 15 for the same inlet conditions as

in Fig. 10. Again, Argon Model 1 almost coincides with the chemical equilibrium

simulation, when only one temperature is used.

8.3 Two-Dimensfonal Steady Results

The usual supersonic diffuser geometry was employed for axisymmetric calcu-

lations in order to test the new GASP code. A qualitative drawing of the relatively

coarse 41 X 6 grid used is shown in Fig. 1. The same chemistry and thermodynam-

ics models and a similar set of inlet and back-pressure conditions have been im-

plemented, and the results compared with the corresponding quasi—one~dimensional

predictions. Only a few of the results will be shown here, representative of a larger

set of similar simulations.

A comparison of several thermodynamic models for Air Model 1 is shown in

Fig. 16. The inlet conditions are the same as the results of Figs. 2-4, and quasi-

one—dimensional predictions are reproduced again for illustrative purposes. For
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this plot, only area-averaged results for the axisymmetric calculations are shown,

because those are the values that should be checked versus quasi-one-dimensional

results, as discussed in §3.7. The plots show an excellent agreement between the

axisymmetric and the corresponding quasi-one-dimensional curves, and conürm the

general trend reproduced in Fig. 3 for the differences among the thermodynamic

models.

An interesting result is found in Fig. 17, where the inlet conditions of Figs. 5-7

were used, along with the Vibrational Equilibrium Model and Air Model 2. Quasi-

one-dimensional results are compared with the corresponding axisymmetric calcu-

lations, and the area-averaged values are plotted along with surface and centerline

distributions. It can be noticed that the gradients in the cross-sectional direction

are not negligible in general, and particularly in the first portion of the diffuser. The

centerline values show a physically correct lagging in the expansion process when

compared with surface values. However, the averaged results are in a remarkably

good agreement with the quasi-one—dimensional predictions.

The inlet conditions of Figs. 8-9 and the Hydrogen-Air Model 1 were used to

compare different thermal models in the axisymmetric case. Again, the two equi-

librium models are in agreement, as shown in Fig. 18 for the area-averaged values,

and the same is true for the axisymmetric and quasi-one—dimensional Simplified

Vibrational Non-Equilibrium Models. The grid is probably too coarse to resolve

properly the inlet region, however the fully satisfactory comparison with quasi-one-

dimensional results makes a grid refinement study unnecessary.

The effect of assuming frozen How or local chemical equilibrium was investigated

again in the axisymmetric case, and the results show the same qualitative and

quantitative trends as those in Fig. 7. Air Model 2 was used in this case, along with

the Vibrational Equilibrium Model and the usual inlet conditions of Figs. 2-4. The

results are shown in Fig. 19.

One of the cases of Fig. 12 was rerun with the axisymmetric code, as shown

in Fig. 20. Air Model 1, Vibrational Equilibrium Model and the same inlet con-

ditions and outlet back-pressure were utilized. The axisymmetric grid is definitely
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too coarse for this case, and some of the features of the shock are not resolved,

namely the relaxation zone behind it. The shock appears to be almost normal, but

a grid refinement is necessary before attempting any conclusions. The mass fraction

plots appear to be in qualitative agreement with their quasi·one-dimensional coun-

terparts, and the agreement is noticeably better in the second half of the diffuser,

behind the shock.

A plot of the normalized residual versus CPU time for the Air Model 1 and

different time integration algorithms is presented in Fig. 21. All computations have

been performed on a Cray—YMP machine, with a residual reduction of 10"° as a

convergence criterion. The explicit second·order Runge-Kutta algorithm turned out

to be completely inadequate, due to the severe restrictions on its stability brought

about by the chemical stilfness. The curve shown has been obtained with a CFL

number of 0.1. A CFL number of 100 has been used for the LU Decomposition

algorithm and the Approximate Factorization. A further reduction of CPU time has

been obtained by means of a reuse of the LU decomposition and of the Approximate

Factors, after a. residual reduction of two orders of magnitude. It is useful to point

out that no further Left Hand Side evaluations were performed after the switch.

A similar behaviour has been observed for the Hydrogen-Air Model 1, as shown

in Fig. 22. Here, the Runge-Kutta algorithm had to work with a CFL number of

10"", due to the extreme stiffness of the two-reaction model. The LU and AF

algorithms, as well as the reuse strategies discussed, used a CFL of 100. Due to

convergence problems, the reuse is started after a residual reduction of four orders

of magnitude, with LHS recalculated every five iterations.

It can be noticed that the plots of residual versus iteration number in Figs. 21

and 22 hardly show any difference between AF and LU. This is likely due to the

predominance of the diagonal terms, associated with the source terms Jacobians,

in the algebraic problem.

Once some confidence on the three—dimensional generalized code was gained, a

simple blunt body in a Mach 25 hypersonic flow was considered as a non-trivial test
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case. The geometry is shown in Fig. 23, where the body is made of a semi-ellipse

followed by a short linear afterbody, not represented in the picture, and corresponds

to the formula

1, I, 5 0. (6.2,1,6)
The 41 X 41 mesh is visible, and the angle of attack for the calculation was a =

30°. Air Model 1 and the Vibrational Equilibrium Model were used. Van Leer’s

Hux-vector splitting method was employed in the transverse direction, and Roe’s

technique in the circumferential direction. The low freestream temperature and

density represent conditions at an altitude of 75 km.

Plots of some relevant quantities on the body are shown in Fig. 24. The pressure

coefiicient is defined, as usual, as (p—p,„) / §p„u§_ , and the Mach number is referred

to the frozen speed of sound. The stagnation point occurs on the windward side, as

expected, and the How is fully supersonic right after the ellipse tip, with the result

that the subsonic bubble is very contained. The atomic oxygen mass fraction plot

shows a noticeable freezing on the leeward side, where a rapid temperature drop is

present.

Another simple hypersonic calculation was attempted for testing the Thin-

Layer approach. A Mach 10 How over a 10° wedge was considered, and several

transport models tested for frozen chemistry conditions. The How is assumed one-

dimensional in nature, and a 2 X 49 X 2 grid was used for the simulations. Profiles of

velocity and pressure along the transverse direction are shown in Fig. 25, obtained

using Roe’s method. The Nitrogen-Oxygen result was obtained using Blottner’s

curve Ht and Eucken’s relation, as discussed in §5.2 and §5.3, whereas the perfect gas

result was obtained using Sutherland’s formula, and a molecular mass corresponding

to air. The results are in agreement, as expected. Also shown on the plot is the

corresponding result obtained by Prof. R. Walters for a perfect gas, which, again,

is in agreement.
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9. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The objective of the present work has been a development of state-of-the—art

algorithms for the numerical simulation of fluid flows with thermo-chemical non-

equilibrium, such as those occurring at very high temperature and moderate density.

The final goal of this effort is the enhancement of the knowledge of high speed, high

temperature phenomena, so that accurate predictions of very complex fiows can be

achieved. Although some interesting advances have been registered in the last few

years, there is still a lack of information in some key areas, such as thermal non-

equilibrium effects, turbulence, transport properties, etc., so that more in-depth

physical investigations are needed.

High-speed related phenomena are discussed, with special attention to the on-

set of thermodynamic non-equilibrium. A generalized model for the species internal

energy has been proposed, whereby Maxwellian distributions are considered, requir-

ing one or more temperatures for different contributions. Physical arguments yield

the corresponding values for the mixture, as well as the relevant equations of state,

which, in general, will be nonlinear relationships between the pressure and the par-

ticle translational temperatures. General results for macroscopic quantities such as

the frozen speed of sound can then be obtained. A few practical thermodynamic

models have been selected and implemented in a computer simulation, with the per-

fect gas model as a special case, and more refined models can be easily implemented

within the present framework.

Non-equilibrium kinetic theory, along with some assumptions regarding the na-

ture of intermolecular forces and the behaviour of the species distribution functions,

serves as the basis for the derivation of the governing partial differential equations

for a flow out of chemical and thermal equilibrium. A general equation of transfer for

a species is obtained, and utilized to establish the conservation equations of species

mass, momentum, energy and non-equilibrium energy. Global equations for the
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mixture are obtained by direct summation over the species contributions, and no-

ticeable simplifications occur. The mathematical problem for the simulation of non-

equilibrium How with two different translational temperatures and non-equilibrium

energy contribution is fully established, and several simpliHed approaches have been

discussed. The usual Navier-Stokes and Euler equations are recovered as special

cases of this general model in the absence of non-equilibrium phenomena and with

simplifying assumptions on the particle thermodynamic behaviour. Transforma-

tions to generalized, non·orthogonal, structured coordinate systems are discussed,

and the integral form of the governing equations is introduced, suitable for use in a

Hnite-volume spatial discretization. The important quasi-one—dimensional inviscid

approach is found to yield remarkably good predictions even in presence of severe

gradients in the transversal plane.

The problems associated with modeling chemical kinetics are presented, and

the limiting cases of frozen How and local chemical equilibrium discussed, However,

only homogeneous, non-catalytical reactions are considered, so that the problem of

a realistic treatment of wall catalysis still needs to be addressed. SpeciHc chemical

models found in the recent literature are implemented in the numerical simulation,

namely : two models for air chemistry, one involving dissociation and 5 species

and the other including ionization and 11 species, one model for hydrogen—oxygen

combustion in presence of inert nitrogen, and two models for a simple Argon based

plasma. A review of the most recent work in the Held of modeling thermal non-

equilibrium and its inHuence on chemical reactions follows. A simple vibrational

relaxation model that retains as much of the relevant physics as possible, with a min-

imum mathematical complexity, is presented. The most common assumptions for

the modeling of the charge—separation induced electrical Held are given, specifically

for cases where magnetic phenomena and external electric Helds are not important.

Some considerations on the basic modeling of viscous Huxes precede a detailed

analysis of the current assumptions and approximations about transport proper-

ties, needed to keep the computational load at a level compatible with the present
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capabilities. Models for the species viscosity coefiicient based upon curve fit values

are given, and a semi·empirical rule for obtaining mixture properties introduced.

Similar experimentally-based relationships are utilized for the thermal conductiv-

ity coefficient, along with global models at constant Prandtl number. Very simple

equations are written for mass diffusion, and several second-order effects neglected

in order to arrive at a gradient-based law of diffusion. Simple binary diffusion coef-

ficients are then considered for practical computations. The lack of a general theory

of mass, momentum or energy transport in the presence of thermal non-equilibrium

forces the use of simple, straightforward extensions of results obtained in less ex-

treme cases in order to capture at least the essential physics of the problems of

concern.

In very high-speed régimes, when ionization effects become noticeable, the dif-

ference in mass between electrons and heavy particles acts as an obstacle to effective

and prompt energy exchanges. In these conditions, it is customary to assume that

free and bound electrons reach a common equilibrium temperature, different from

the heavy particle translational temperature. The presence of translational contri-

butions to the electron temperature, however, introduces physical and mathematical

complications to the problem. The inviscid üux Jacobians lose their simple eigen-

value structure when more than one translational temperature is assumed into the

model. Consequently, the problem of propagation of information along the charac-

teristic directions becomes more difficult to analyze. More refined models for the

species internal energy show the same drawbacks, as long as more than one trans-

lational temperature enters the picture. There is a considerable lack of work done

on this subject, and current investigations do not seem to be fully satisfactory nor

consistent. A simple asymptotic analysis is proposed in order to recover approx-

imate analytical solutions to the mathematical problem, whose positive aspect is

the internal consistency in the treatment of fiuxes, Jacobians, etc.

The governing equations are discretized in time and space in order to be trans-

formed into algebraic equations to be solved via a digital computer. The finite-

volume approach is utilized, whereby the equations written in integral form are
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approximated in terms of unknown volume-averaged values for each (small) com-

putational cell. The method is valid in presence of discontinuities in the solutions,

such as shock waves or slip lines, and has the conservative property for arbitrary

volumes within the computational domain. Flux·split algorithms are used to dis-

cretize the inviscid fluxes, and high-order accuracy is obtained using Hux limiters in

the extrapolation procedure. The propagation of information along characteristic

directions is accounted for by these algorithms, so that the explicit introduction of

artificial viscosity for stability purposes is avoided. A Steger-Warming-type algo-

rithm is developed for Hows with one translational temperature by diagonalizing the

inviscid Jacobian and exploiting the homogeneity property of the Euler equations.

A corresponding result can be developed for Hows with free electrons by means

of the asymptotic analysis already introduced. A Van-Leer-type splitting can be

similarly obtained, and results in smoother predictions near sonic points. Also, an

approximate Riemann solver has been derived, and the corresponding Roe-type av-

erages determined. These averages are not unique, and different values have been

reported in the literature. Several time integration algorithms are discussed and im-

plemented, including an implicit two-step Runge-Kutta unsteady solver and a very

efficient fully implicit Euler steady solver. For three-dimensional problems, approx-

imate techniques, based upon LU decomposition or Approximate Factorization in

a plane plus relaxation in the third direction, are employed.

Some results have been presented for one and two space dimensions, for simple

flows out of chemical and thermal equilibrium. Inviscid internal flows in a supersonic

nozzle, with and without an embedded shock wave, have been calculated using sev-

eral chemical and thermodynamic models. Quasi-one-dimensional predictions have

been compared to axisymmetric simulations, and found to be in good agreement.

External flows over a simple ellipse at a high angle of attack and Mach 25 have been

successfully calculated, as well as Mach 10 viscous flows over a 10° wedge.

Some tentative conclusions have been reached as a result of the present effort.

The new algorithms developed have demonstrated their accuracy and robustness
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for challenging How problems. Virtually arbitrary chemical models can be studied

and efficiently tested, and reHned thermodynamic models can be included in the

numerical simulations using the present framework. Comparisons of results obtained

with competing thermal and chemical hypotheses are made possible with relative

ease. The inHuence of several assumptions on the chemical and thermal behaviour

of the Hows has been investigated, and the inadequacy of simpliHed models for

representing the physics of hypersonic Hows has been conHrmed. Large differences

in the results obtained with different models are documented. It will take a careful

comparison with experimental data to assess the preferability of a model over the

others for various ranges of How conditions.

Comparisons with other inviscid calculations yielded favorable results. Com-

parison of numerical simulations with experiments has not been possible at the

present stage, because the modeling of the viscous phenomena is still at an intro-

ductory level. However, elementary viscous calculations can be made within the

framework presented.

A theoretical study of the main features of Hows with free electrons, for condi-

tions that require the use of two translational temperatures in the thermal model,

has been developed. Interesting and unexpected results have been obtained, because

the acoustic wave speeds no longer have the symmetric form u zi; a. A simple but

powerful asymptotic analysis has been developed which has allowed the establish-

ment of the fundamental gasdynamic properties of Hows with multiple translational

temperatures.

In conclusion, much more must be understood before a satisfactory level of

knowledge in the Held of high-speed, high-temperature Huid Hows can be reached.

However, substantial, even impressive progress has been made in recent years, and

both economical and scientiHc interests are creating the opportunity for a better

mastery of this challenging chapter of physics and engineering.
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Table 6.1
Equilibrium Air

p = 0.038558 kg/m3, E„_ E 0

Temperature Mass fraction c' X,

4000 K 1.88 10-** -1.82 10-**
0000 K 1.26 10'7 -4.81 10-615000 K 5.13 10*6 -3.20 10*6

20000 K 1.76 10'5 -2.10 10-6
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Fig. 1 Geometry of the axisymmetric, rapid-expansion diffuser used in the
present calculations. A qualitative representation of the mesh is also visible.
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Fig. 21 Convergence history for Air Model 1 on a Cray·YMP machine. Vibra-
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A1. NAVIER.-STOKES EQUATIONS

The extended Navier·Stokes equations for a general flow out of chemical and

thermal equilibrium were presented in §3.2

8Q 8(F—F„) 8(G-G„) 8(H—H„)—— -———- ———-— ——— = W .6: + az, + ax, + ax, ·
(A1 1)

where Q is the vector of conserved variables, F, G, H are the inviscid flux vectors,

F„, G„, H„ are the viscous flux vectors, and W is the vector of source terms. Q and

W are given by

P1
wi

P2 uiz

Piz! 2, 6n,2,E1
E 6n 2 E

0 . .p,6,:_ (Q1)„,¤+(Q1)„,1
P2¢«•„ (Q2)„,i:+(Q2)„,1

/’M‘¤~ (ÖM)„,E+(§?Ml„,1_
p°EO' “‘"¢(E ° “¢l+(Q¤l1z'l'(Q¢)1
P

° Z. 6n,2,(E · u,)

where only the electrical field E has been considered in the body forces. In the

above, p,, s = 1,...N is the species density, p is the mixture density, uo is the

mass-averaged velocity vector, cO_ is the electron total internal energy, co is the

mixture total internal energy, n., is the species number density , 2, is the species

charge number (2, = -1), and 6 is the electron charge. The different source terms

are defined or modeled in §4 and §5.
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The inviscid flux vectors are

P1u0, P1110, P1110,
P2110, P2110, P2110,

PN110, PN110, PN110,
P110, 110, +P P110, 110, P110, 110,

F = P11o, 110, , 5; = 1*110,110, +11 , H = 11110, 110, _
WO, 110, /*110,110, P110, 110, +P
P1¢T1,110, Pl¢n,uOg P1¢¤,110,
P2¢T,, 110, P2¢¤, 110, P2¢,1, 110,

pMcßMuÜl pMcßMuOg PM¢¤„110,

p6ho.¤0, p¢hÜ• 116, p¢hO, 116,
P}10110, P}10110, P}10110,

(A1.3a, b, c)

In order to close the inviscid (Euler) problem, the following relationships must

be used

N N N'

P Pu P PcRcTe 1 (A1·4ü·, P)
•=l •=1 •=1

113 ugpho = p¢o+1> = p(¢+;)+1>, mbo. = 1>6¢0.+1¤„ = 1>6(¢6. +;)+1% (A1-5a,b)

and the thermal equations of state

N' T M N' T.
pß = Z ,,,(

/ 6,,, (T) 6T + 1,,,) + Z ,,,6,,, + ,,,6,, + E ,,, [ 6,,__,(T) ,1T, (,41.6)
(:1 T"! i=1 i=1 O

3 R T
Pece, = §P¢R¢T¢ = (AL7)

In the above, p, is the partial pressure of species s, p is the pressure of the mixture,

/10,, is the electron total enthalpy, ho is the mixture total enthalpy, T is the heavy-

particle translational-rotational temperature, and T, is the electron temperature.

Also, the ratio of specific heats for electrons, 7,, has been introduced.
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For a known vector Q, iterations are necessary, in general, to recover the value

of T from eq.(A1.6). Then the pressure is evaluated from eq.(A1.4b).

The viscous Hux vectors are given by

*P1V1, *P1 V1, *P1V1,
*P2V2r *P2V2, *P2V2,

*P1v VN, *P1vV1v, *ß1vV1v,
T11 T12 T13

Fu = T21 ’ Gu = T22 ’ HU = T23 ’
T31 Ta2 Taa

_q¤1,1 —q¤1,2
_q¤1.¤

-q¤2,1
_q¤¤.2

_q¤2,a

_q¤u,1 _q¤u,2
"q¤M,¤

9¢1 9¢2 9¢a

*91 +(“¤'T)1 *9=+(“<>‘T)z *93+(“o‘T)3
(A1.8a, b, c)

where
ug _

G2; =
_q¢5 — pt

31andthe other terms were defined in §3.3 and §5. The viscous problem is closed when

diffusion velocities and transport coefficients are given in terms of conserved vari-

ables, directly or through intermediate unknowns such a.s temperatures or primitive

variables.
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A2. JACOBIANS OF THE INVISCID FLUX VECTORS

The inviscid fiux vectors F, G, H are functions of the vector of conserved vari-

ables Q. A major role in {lux-vector split algorithms and in any implicit formulation

is played by the Jacobian matrices A 2 ÜF/ÖQ, B 2 6G/6Q, C 2 6H/6Q. A can

be evaluated from F, written as a function of Q, using eqs.(A1.2) through (A1.7).

The following result is obtained

P100, —m{ 0 0 0 0
P200, P200, —ßz• 0 0 0 0

—mv¢ 0 0 0 0 ,
pf pl{T pw -pw

pxc7Igu'Ül O 0 0

0 0 0
dl dy d 0 0 0
fi fn I pluo, ßfuo, f~+M+« —*ipuo,

(A2.1)

where l 2 (5-1), { is the unit vector in the xl direction, { = (1,0,0), {T is its

transpose, and

T .T T .1* ÖP .ai =p(uO·{ )u0 —p{ ——, {=1,...,N, (A2.2)am
d_ _ .T 8Pc

-
_

, —p(uO · { )(hO_ — ä), z - 1,...,N, (A2.3)

fi =p(uO - {T)(hO — 2), i= 1,...,N, (A2.4)
896

¤ =n(·i—1)(1—x¢)l¤€¢lT — zwäi — p(¤¤ · {T)!. (A2-5)

d =p,(uo · {)(·7,—1)uO - p„ho_{, (A2.6)

f =p(uO - {)(·i—1)(1—x,)u0 — ph0{, (A2.7)
2

¤~+M+4 =%(%—1)xJ, (A18)
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P2
-fN+M-H =;*(’7_1)X¢1¢0l, (A2.9)

C

where X, can be defined to be

Ev Pc 7c ’ 1=;'l'—1—‘. A2.1ÜXe cm p( ( )

The other matrices can be written in a similar way, once ao, = (uo · i) is

substituted by ug, = (ug · j) or ug, = (ug · ic), and j, ic replace i, where j =

(0, 1,0), k = (0,0,1).

When generalized coordinates are used, (§3.5), the corresponding Jacobians

Ä E 8i'/8Q, Ü E ÜÖ/8Q, Ö E öff/ÖQ can be written in the same way, when

the vectors normal to the xl, xg, x3 surfaces, namely i, j, ic, are replaced by the

vectors normal to the E, F), E surfaces, namely VE, VE, V1}.

The pressure derivatives to be used in the previous equations can be readily

evaluated using the formulas in Appendix 1. The result is valid for üows with two

translational temperatures, and reads

6 - -
2 .

-5l%=R;T-(·7—1)(c;+c,,—%+X,uä), 1=1,...,N',

6 „ u2 p

öp - .——=— 1-1 1-x ¤ —„ 1 = 1,2.3,
öpuoj O;

öp , .-=— 7-1, 1=1,...,M,
öpicng

( )

äp P -— = — —x *1-1 ,
8P¢¢O, Pc

¢( )

8p -——· = *7-1 .
Öp¢0

( )

(A2.11a, b, c, d, c, f)

The electron pressure derivatives can be similarly determined for flows with
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I
two translational temperatures. The final result reads

öp p . .—ä=i(·7,—1)uä, 1=1,...,N ,
I

öp p
=ReTe'l'C

öp p .= °'° f(7¢—1)uOj» J = 112131

ap
J (A2.12a,b,c,d,e,f)

—i—=0, i=1,...,M,
öpicllg

ape
öppco, ( °

)’

:0,
äpeo

It can be shown that for this set of equations, the Jacobian matrices have the

homogeneity property

F=ÄQ G=BQ H=CQ. (A2.13)

When free electrons are neglected and a single translational temperature model

is used (§2.5), the resulting Jacobians are obtained from eq.(A2.1) by simply drop-

ping rows and columns corresponding to electron continuity and energy and X, E 0.

When a simple asymptotic analysis is performed for cases where X, z p, /p —» O,

as discussed in §6, the corresponding Jacobian reads

Piuo, —m€ 0 0 0 0
pzüo, · · · pzüol —pg$ 0 · · · O O 0

0 . . . 0 0 .. . 0 0 0 ,
pf pg p pw pw -pw

l" 0 0 0

0 —puOl 0 0

dl •·· dy 0 Ü Ü —'1,p‘U01 ~O

fi fu f duo, duo, f~+M+-4 —'1ßuo,
(A2.14)
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where ag, f,,, for { : 1 . . . N and a, f are given by eqs.(A2.2), (A2.4) and (A2.7)

with the pressure derivativw given by

8 _
~

2
ä=R;T—(*1—1)(¢;+c,,—%), {:1,...,N*,

8p _ u2 p
"" gxgcß.),

ÜP - .= ‘ (7*1)**0,, J = 1,2,3,

8
’

(A2.15a,b,c,d,e, f)
p - .

·-=— -1, = ,..., ,öpicm (*7 ) { 1 M
öp p -—-— = - —x *1-1 ,

8P¢¢0, Pc
c( )

BP -
8pcO

( )°

and the electron pressure derivatives given by

8p, .-:0, ::1,...,N',ÜF,
8

= ReTc ‘ ('1¤—1)¢o,,

8 .5;% = 0, J = 1,2,3,
8

05 (A2.16a, b, c,
{=1,...,M,

öpllcng

812,—-—— = *1 -1

= Q,öP¢o

The matrix a is given by eq.(A2.5) with X, E 0, and d, : 0, for { : 1 . . . N—1,

whereas dN : (*7,—1)pu§(uo · {) /2. Also, 0;,;+;,;+., and fN+M.H are unchanged.

It is important to point out that the homogeneity property is preserved for this

reduced Jacobian.
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A3. EIGENVALUES AND EIGENVECTORS

In §A2, the Jacobian matrices A, B, C were determined for the general case

of two translational temperatures. When solving the eigenvalue problem associated

with any of them, that is the evaluation of scalars A and nontrivial vectors 2: such

that the following relationship holds

Az = Az, (A3.1)

unexpected phenomena occur. For the case of one translational temperature, pub-

lished values of eigenvalues [6] show the relevance of the frozen speed of sound,

defined in §2.4, for this problem. The result is

um, i=1,...,N°+M+2,

eigenvalues of A : A, = ug, + a, i= N' +M+3, (A3.2)

ao, — a, i= N'+M+4.

For the general case considered in this work, the repeated eigenvalue uo, is

again recovered with multiplicity N+M+2, but the remaining three (one more than

the previous case, due to the presence of the electron energy equation), give rise to

a third-order equation with no simple algebraic solutions

(»\—¤o„)3 + 91(»\—“o„)2 + 92(»‘·“0„) + 96 = 0» (A3·3)

where the coefficients g; are given by

gi = — vo, [(1¢—1) + (*i—1)x¤]„

- p -92 = — [*1; — (1—1)x„R„T„], (A3~4a,b,c)

- p -

96andX, was defined in eq.(A2.10).
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It is important to point out that the speed of sound defined in eq.(2.26) does

not yield solutions to eq.(A3.3) of the kind ug, i a, as could be expected. In §6,

it is shown that the assumption of more than one translational temperature is the

reason for these complications in the eigenvalue problem. However, when a simple

asymptotic analysis is performed for X, as p,/p —> 0, an approximate solution is

recovered

Hol, i=1,...,N+M+2,

u0,+a, £=N+M+3,
Ä; = (A3.5)

u0,—a, i=N+M+4,

u'Üg S 5S

where a is a consistently reduced expression for the frozen speed of sound ‘

az = ag. (A2.6)

The eigenvectors corresponding to these approximate eigenvalues are given as

follows

0 0

P6/P E

0 pc/pE‘ = /Hug/P
’ EN _ /’=”g‘//’ l (A3.7a, b)

O 0

0 0
0 p,u§/2p

(vä — ¢«)¤¢/ß [¤ä — ¢¢ + =9¤ä/2(·v—1)l¢>¢/ß
{ =1, . . . , N — 1
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0 0 0

0 0 0

0 0 O
EN+j = 0 1 EN+M+1 = IT 1 EN+M+2 = mT ,

: 0 O

p;¢„,/p E Ü
O 0 0
0 0 0

P1¢··,//> (“¤ · I) (vo · m)
j =1, . . . , M

(143.80,, b, c)
pi/p :9101 /p
P2/P IIP2/P

0 0
EN+M+k = ug i aiT • EN+M+5 = ‘9l“gI+(7¢—l)u°*iTI I (A3.9a,b)m¢„, /p =9m¢„, /ß

pM¢„„/p =7pM¢„„ /p
0 a2 — (·7,—1)2:1§,

hf)k

=3, 4

where

1 öp . p:/:·E7———, =1,...,N, :75- --1, A3.1O ,b

with 8p/8p; defined in eq.(A2.11), and I, m being a set of arbitrarily defined tangent

vectors in the plane perpendicular to i.

Again, the same results apply to B and C once :10, is replaced by :10, or :10, and

i is replaced by j or Ic, respectively. The extension to generalized coordinates requires

substitution of i, j, lc with VE, Vi}, VE and of :10,, :10,, :10, with :10,, {10,, :10,,

defined in eq.(3.44).
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The eigenvectors for the one temperature case are recovered by simply dropping

the rows corresponding to electron continuity and energy, along with the Nth and

(N+M+5)”‘ contributions, eqs.(A3.7b) and (A3.9b), and by simplifying the pressure

derivative expressions of eqs.(A2.11) in a consistent way.

It is noteworthy that these eigenvectors are not linearly independent for the

special case a = (1,-1)110, = 2110,/3, because the (N+M+3)"‘ and (N+M+5)"‘

contributions coincide (apart from the constant factor 19) in that instance. However,

this local mathematical singularity does not seem to affect the numerical simulation.
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A4. CHARACTERISTIC RELATIONSHIPS

The asymptotic analysis developed in §6 allows for the determination of ap-

proximate eigenvalues and eigenvectors for the inviscid Jacobians, as discussed in

§A3. Using the previous information, the compatibility equations that hold along

characteristic directions can be derived for the case of fiows with two translational

temperatures. Neglecting the effect of source terms, the final result for the direction

x, reads

dp p *1 — 1 dpdx ,
_

Äd.-...-_ ;;=()
j=uo,, z=1,...,N, pi

p‘
a2 pcX°.§_1a2 *

__ :0)"— -uO1 1 Pcdt
dx, :0
Wzuogi ]=17"'7M7 pjenj

J ni a2 pe
c:7*

1 G2
,

dx =uO; 7 duch :07

dx =uO, 7 du'O3 :07

dx 2
'yeuol7d$1

p uo dp ip aduz/2
**dt l i P Ol ( )p„ c G ZF (*16*1)**0,

The compatibility equations for the case of only one translational temperature

can be recovered from the above result neglecting terms like dp, and p,adu§/2, and

dropping electron continuity and energy equations. The result reads

,1 . , P ._ dP -%·=uo,, :=1,...,N, Zdm ;§'°‘0•

dx, . P GP
...: ’ :1,___,M, ldp·cj——=O,
dt **0, J pjcnj 1 ¤ ,2
df]

:**0,
• duo, =0,

dx,

:**0, , duo, =0,

dx
:**0,

i G, dp zh paduo, =0.
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It should be noted that Wood and Kirkwood [90] present a similar analysis

taking the source term effects into account, but only for the case of one translational

temperature.
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